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Hurricanes use big second period to turn back Lightning 4-1
By Chip Alexander
It was a short sequence but a telling one, ending with Jordan
Staal scoring and the Carolina Hurricanes on their way to a
4-1 victory over the Tampa Bay Lightning.
The Canes led the Lightning 1-0 in the second period
Tuesday after a Nino Niederreiter goal and were quickly up
2-0 after a second goal. Staal went to the front of the
Lightning net, where he encountered forward Yanni Gourde.
Staal is 6-foot-4 and 220 pounds. Gourde is listed at 5-9 and
173. For a few seconds, it was like Staal was playing with his
young son, Henry. Gourde, after being knocked to the ice by
Staal, rose to beat on Staal, cross-check him in the back
over and over.
Staal never flinched. He stood his ground, got his stick on a
Dougie Hamilton shot and redirected the puck past Gourde
and past goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy for what would be the
winning goal in a game that kept the Canes (30-10-5) in first
place in the Central Division.
As Gourde turned to complain to a referee, Staal turned and
raised his arms high.
“Those are kind of special, right?” Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour said of the Staal play. “Jordo does that every
shift, and it’s nice to get rewarded. He’s had so many looks
the last few games, and it was nice to see him get rewarded
for the dirty work and battle level.”
In Monday’s game with Tampa Bay, Staal had a chance to
end it early in the overtime but couldn’t stuff the puck past
Vasilevskiy. Gourde then won it 3-2.
But the Canes were game and willing for any battle this
night. After Niederreiter’s goal, off a Vincent Trocheck setup
pass, Tampa Bay’s Barclay Goodrow wanted to tangle with
the Canes’ Jordan Martinook. That was fine with Martinook
and off came the gloves.
“It’s obvious we don’t like them and they don’t like us,”
Niederreiter said.
Staal scored for a 2-0 lead 25 seconds after Niederreiter’s
goal. and Steven Lorentz made it 3-0 in the second, getting
open in the slot and taking a pass out of the corner from
Morgan Geekie. Brayden Point’s 20th of the season got the
Lightning (30-14-2) on the board before the period ended.
Martinook, active all game, finished off the scoring with a late
empty-net goal in the third to seal it.
Point’s goal was all Canes goalie Alex Nedeljkovic would
allow, making 26 saves in earning his 11th win of the season
as the Canes kept their Central lead over the Florida
Panthers — both have 65 points but the Canes have two
games-in-hand on Florida.

“We’re poised to make a deep run hopefully and games like
this are only going to push us in the right direction,”
Nedeljkovic said. “We’ll most likely have to go through these
guys one way or the other.”
For now, the Canes will settle for a 4-4 split of the season
series and three points in the final two games. The only
downside Tuesday was an upper-body injury to defenseman
Brady Skjei, who was forced to leave the game.
Brind’Amour had no update on Skjei after the game but did
not like Blake Coleman’s hit from behind on Skjei. He
indicated Skjei was in the concussion protocol, and his status
for the upcoming two games with Florida is unknown.
“That was a 60-minute effort all the way through,”
Brind’Amour said. “We were a little more invested in the
game and probably they weren’t. It was probably a reversal.
It was solid, top to bottom.”
(Earlier updates)
Second period: Canes surge ahead
Nino Niederreiter and Jordan Staal scored in a span of 25
seconds as the Canes grabbed a 2-0 lead in the second
period. Steven Lorentz later made it 3-0 before the Lightning
got on the board.
Niederreiter took a nice pass from Vincent Trocheck in the
slot and whipped a shot past Andrei Vasilevskiy, making a
rare start in both ends of a back-to-back. Niederreiter’s 16th
of the season came at 7:48 of the period.
Staal then scored his 14th at 8:13. With Yanni Gourde
crosschecking him in front of the net, Staal got a piece of a
Dougie Hamilton shot for the redirection as Niederreiter also
had an assist. Staal then turned and raised his arms high
over Gourde, whose overtime goal won Monday’s game.
Lorentz’s second goal of the season came at 16:45 of the
period as Morgan Geekie had the assist with a pass out of
the corner to Lorentz in the low slot.
Tampa Bay quickly answered the Lorentz goal as Brayden
Point scored his 20th of the season 18 seconds later to make
it 3-1.
After Niederreitrer’s score, the Canes’ Jordan Martinook
dropped the gloves and slugged it out with Barclay Goodrow
on the ensuing faceoff. Not long after the fisticuffs, Staal
made it a 2-0 game.
Canes’ defenseman Brady Skjei was banged into the boards
by Blake Coleman in the first and suffered an upper-body
injury. He played one shift in the second before leaving the
game and did not return.
First period: Evenly played
The first period was scoreless and an evenly played period
as both teams battled for pucks, checked hard, worked hard
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for scoring opportunities and got solid work from their
goalies.
Lightning coach Jon Cooper started Andrei Vasilevskiy for
the second straight night, a tipoff on how important he views
the game. Vasilevskiy is 1-6-1 overall with no rest, but
Cooper wanted him in net and he saw 13 shots in the first
period.

Canes goalie Alex Nedeljkovic faced 11 shots and limited his
rebounds allowed. Tampa’s Alex Killorn found the post with
shot in the first.
Both teams had abbreviated power plays in the first. The
Canes had the first 5-on-4 advantage but Andrei Svechnikov
was called for slashing.
Canes center Vincent Trocheck had a shot bang off the top
of the crossbar late in the period, a near-miss.

Seattle Kraken expansion draft: 6 teams in play to make a side deal
By Pierre LeBrun and Ryan S. Clark
As it stands, the Seattle Kraken are on track to make their
final payment to the NHL by the end of April. Finishing that
last bit of business will make them a full-fledged league
member that can officially make deals.
It just so happens that one of those transactions could be a
side deal that would become public knowledge well after the
fact.
Many NHL general managers have said they learned their
lessons from the Vegas expansion draft. And while that may
be true, the flat salary cap is the biggest difference between
what happened four years ago and what could go down in
July. The flat cap has forced executives to get creative by
essentially trading draft picks to purchase faux cap space.
It’s likely some GMs will use the expansion draft to offload
contracts or just do a general roster refresh. But only if the
Kraken can get something tempting in return.
Finding and taking advantage of their leverage over teams
could have a massive impact on what the Kraken do in the
short- and long-term. The Athletic’s Ryan S. Clark and Pierre
LeBrun spoke with league sources to find what teams could
potentially be in play for a side deal when the expansion draft
arrives July 21.
Carolina Hurricanes
LeBrun: What might have been a situation to exploit for the
Kraken I don’t think will end up being much of anything when
it comes to the Hurricanes. Ron Francis is too classy a guy
to hold a grudge, but it would have been fun theatre if the
Kraken GM could hold the team that fired him ransom
through this process.
But the stalled Dougie Hamilton contract negotiations appear
to put an end to that scenario. There was an offer made by
the team earlier this season as the front office and the agent
for the pending UFA star defenseman tried to find middle
ground on an extension, but the reality is that both sides
disagree on contract comparables. They were not close. So
both sides agreed to shelve negotiations until after the
season.

Now, this is just me, but if you’re waiting until after the
season to resume talks, why the hell would you sign
Hamilton before the July 21 expansion draft?
What I believe Carolina will do here is wait until after the
expansion draft to make another offer to Hamilton so that
they can protect Jake Bean, along with no-brainers Jaccob
Slavin and Brett Pesce.
Then if you’re Carolina you’ve got a week between the
expansion draft and the opening of free agency on July 28 to
get Hamilton re-signed. And if they can’t? That’s a possibility
I think the Canes are ready to live with even though they
really do want to sign him, and I personally believe Hamilton
really wants to stay.
Two other things to think about here:
First, that Seattle might swoop in during its July 18-21
exclusive UFA/RFA interview period and sign Hamilton to
make him part of its expansion draft selections.
Second, that the Kraken select Brady Skjei in expansion.
Carolina would certainly rather keep Skjei, but the Canes
won’t spend an asset in a side deal to prevent Seattle from
taking him. He’s got three more years on his deal at a $5.25
million AAV, so the betting here is that Seattle doesn’t take
him.
What didn’t help Seattle’s cause was Carolina trading Haydn
Fleury to Anaheim on trade deadline day last week. He
certainly would have been an expansion draft option given
that Francis drafted him in Carolina.
But all in all, providing Hamilton doesn’t re-sign before the
expansion draft, Carolina doesn’t have much to sweat with
Seattle.
Colorado Avalanche
Clark: The Avalanche are expected to explore a potential
trade of one of their forwards as long as they can receive
something substantial in return. The belief is that the Avs are
also open to having a discussion with the Kraken about their
needs before further evaluating what Colorado will do.
Essentially, it comes back to what the Avalanche can do with
their defenseman. The expectation is that the front office
thinks it will not be an issue to get veteran defenseman Erik
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Johnson to waive his no-movement clause. Doing that allows
them to protect Devon Toews.
But there are still questions the Avalanche must answer. The
understanding is the Avs have not yet decided which
protection format to use. Going with seven forwards, three
defensemen and one goaltender – even with Johnson
waiving his clause – means defenseman Ryan Graves is
exposed. Graves would be protected with the eight skatersone goaltender format, but that means they would expose
defenseman Jacob MacDonald, who’s gone from depth
defenseman and to trusted top-four-minutes player while
costing $725,000.
Another item the Avalanche must figure out is how to plan
their protection list around Gabriel Landeskog, who is a
pending UFA. The Avs have already started negotiations
with Landeskog’s representatives. Re-signing Landeskog
before the expansion draft would offer more insight into their
protection plans. The path they chose could determine what
happens when it comes to either exposing or protecting
forwards Andre Burakovsky, Joonas Donskoi or Valeri
Nichushkin — and postseason performances is likely to help
shape those decisions.
One thing the Avalanche will not have to worry about is
protecting goaltender Pavel Francouz. Francouz is exempt
because he has not played at all this season, remaining on
LTIR, and would not meet the minimum exposure
requirements because he has only played one professional
season.
Edmonton Oilers
Clark: The Oilers believe they will not have to engage the
Kraken in a side deal. For now. But they also understand that
could all change depending upon what happens with Oscar
Klefbom’s health and their pending UFAs. Klefbom, who has
two years left on his deal, remains on LTIR recovering from a
chronic shoulder injury. The belief is that a healthy Klefbom
would be protected, while a recovering Klefbom would likely
be exposed because the Kraken would not draft an injured
player carrying a $4.167 million cap hit. The Oilers are
understood to accept the fact they will lose one of their six
defensemen under contract for next season. But they have
braced for that by developing prospects Evan Bouchard,
Philip Broberg and Dmitri Samorukov.
Where it becomes even more complicated is what happens
with pending UFAs Tyson Barrie and Adam Larsson. The
Oilers are understood to have already had some talks with a
few of their pending UFAs with the idea they could agree to
new contracts before the draft. Say the Oilers re-sign Barrie
and Larsson while also receiving word that Klefbom is
healthy. It gives them three defensemen they would have to
protect in addition to Ethan Bear and Darnell Nurse, among
others. The goal for the Oilers would be keeping their older
defensemen so they could insulate their prospects.
If all of those things happen? Then, yes, the Oilers are
understood to consider doing a side deal with the Kraken.
And for those curious about another pending UFA in Ryan
Nugent-Hopkins, the understanding is the Oilers will protect
him if they can get him signed. They also understand there is
a chance that he could enter free agency.

Florida Panthers
LeBrun: The action player here is pending UFA netminder
Chris Driedger. It really comes down to whether the Kraken
covet him as one of their netminders and, if so, how to go
about getting him.
There’s a few options for the Kraken:
1.

Have the Panthers sign Driedger (nudge, nudge) so
that he would be eligible as a signed player for the
Kraken to select him in the expansion draft

2.

The Kraken approach the Driedger camp on July 18
when Seattle’s UFA/RFA interview period opens
ahead of the expansion draft. Seattle has exclusive
rights to speak to UFAs and RFAs around the
league from July 18-21 ahead of the draft so that it
can sign a player to select in the draft.

3.

Or simply wait like everyone else until Driedger hits
the UFA market on July 28 and sign him there; the
benefit being that Seattle could pick a different
player on top of it from the Panthers’ roster in the
expansion draft. So double-dipping.

OK, so how does Florida approach all this? I think Panthers
GM Bill Zito no question will approach the Kraken at some
point, if he hasn’t already, about Florida signing the goalie for
Seattle so that it can take him in expansion.
But if Francis needs enticing, and if you’re Zito, do you go to
the Kraken and say, “What defenseman do you want from us
that we can’t protect?”
There could be a way for the Kraken to muscle both a
defenseman (Markus Nutivaara) and sign Driedger, but work
something out with the Panthers. The benefit for Florida
would be the certainty of it ahead of time, plus not having to
pay with a draft pick.
Of course, the other wild card in all of this is whether Florida
can convince veteran Keith Yandle to waive his no-move
clause for the purpose of exposing him in the expansion draft
and allowing Florida to protect a guy like Nutivaara. But
given what played out at camp between Yandle and the
organization, not sure the player would be open to that, and
frankly, because of it, not sure the Panthers will even ask
him. So I think they end up protecting Yandle, Aaron Ekblad
and MacKenzie Weegar on defense.
So the inter-play here is simple: If Seattle wants Driedger,
how do the Kraken decide to get him and how does it affect
whether Florida gets to keep a defenseman like Nutivaara or
not.
Minnesota Wild
Clark: It is understood the Wild are yet to hold any
discussions with the Kraken because there are too many
variables still in play ahead of the expansion draft. One of
those variables being when the Wild will start asking their
players who have NMCs to waive those clauses. The belief
is that the front office wants to have those discussions after
the season. That way, it can lessen the burden on those
players and their families while explaining how exposing
them is part of an overall plan to fully assess all of their
options ahead of the expansion draft.
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Jonas Brodin, Zach Parise, Jared Spurgeon, Ryan Suter and
Mats Zuccarello are the five players with NMCs. Getting at
least two of them to waive their clauses allows the team to
potentially retain defenseman Matt Dumba and forward
Jordan Greenway. If they don’t get players to waive their
NMCs, going with a 7-3-1 format allows the Wild to protect
Greenway but risk losing Dumba, and taking eight skaters
means the Wild could protect Dumba but run the risk of
exposing Greenway.
If they are able to protect Dumba and Greenway, it likely
creates the possibly the Kraken could be in play for
defenseman Carson Soucy. Even then? The fact Soucy
carries a $2.75 million cap hit makes him a coveted piece at
a time when every team is conscious of the flat cap. But
there is one more thing to consider. What about goaltender
Cam Talbot? The Wild are likely going to protect Kaapo
Kahkonen and leave Talbot – who has two years remaining
at $3.6 million annually – exposed. Could it be a situation in
which the Wild speak to the Kraken about a side deal?
Tampa Bay Lightning
LeBrun: As far as I can tell, the Kraken and Lightning have
not actually had any real discussions yet about the
expansion draft but I think that’s mostly because Tampa Bay
was zeroed in on the trade deadline. There will no doubt be
some conversations at some point here.

one would think. Heck, the Spokane native could be their first
captain?
But given the Lightning’s cap issues and the fact Johnson,
30, has three more years on his deal at a $5 million AAV, the
Bolts would have to pay a price to ensure it happens.
To me there’s a couple of interesting options:
1.

The Kraken get Tampa’s first-round pick in the 2022
draft in exchange for committing to taking Johnson
in the expansion draft.

2.

Do you try to grab two Cup champion veterans off
Tampa’s roster? Is the price to take on Johnson
also getting the Lightning to trade you Alex Killorn
on the side?

There are worse ideas than kicking off an expansion
franchise with two quality, championship vets like Johnson
and Killorn at the heart of it. Tampa would also gain by
lopping off $9.45 million of cap space in one fell swoop.
Killorn, 31, has two more years on his deal at a $4.45 million
AAV.
Other possibilities: Seattle could target either winger Ondrej
Palat or defenseman Erik Cernak as part of the price of
selecting Johnson. Palat has a full no-trade clause so there’s
that to consider.

The cap-challenged Bolts have 14 players under contract
next season for $85 million on the cap, so yeah, Ron Francis
is coming. It’s a situation well worth exploiting for the Kraken.
And believe me, they will.

I have to think the idea of a first-round pick probably makes
the most sense for Seattle here but there’s a few different
ways the Kraken can approach Tampa Bay, which will be in
a vulnerable position cap-wise.

First, no doubt Tampa will try to sell the idea of Tyler
Johnson to the Kraken, the neat angle of bringing home a
Washington state native. And I mean, there is appeal in that,

Heck, can you end up with Johnson, Killorn and a first-round
pick?
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Hurricanes rebound, beat Lightning 4-1 in rematch
Carolina maintained the top spot in the Central Division and
took three of four points in Tampa Bay

Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy (32 saves) to give the
Hurricanes a two-goal cushion.

By Cory Lavalette

“Those are kind of special, right?” Brind’Amour said. “Game
of battles and … nice to see him get rewarded for that. Just
the dirty work right, battle level — it’s nice when you get
those, especially against the guy who you’re battling all
night.”

The Hurricanes rebounded from an overtime loss the night
before to beat the Lightning 4-1 in Tuesday’s rematch in
Tampa Bay. Nino Niederreiter, Jordan Staal and Steven
Lorentz scored, Jordan Martinook added an empty-net goal,
and Alex Nedeljkovic made 26 saves for his third straight
win.
The game was the last in the eight-game season series, and
both teams finished with a 4-3-1 record. Carolina maintained
its division lead with 65 points, the same as Florida but with
two games in hand. The Lightning, who have played one
game fewer than the Panthers, are three points behind.
Three Thoughts
1. Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said his team had to
“up the ante a little bit” after Carolina stole a point from the
Lightning on Monday despite an uneven effort.
The coach had no such problem with his team’s performance
Tuesday in the second of back-to-back games in Tampa
Bay.
“That was a 60-minute effort all the way through,”
Brind’Amour said. “They had some shifts, but nothing like the
other night in our end.”
Niederreiter, who opened the scoring 7:48 into the second
period, said the Hurricanes knew they needed a better effort
after Monday’s overtime loss.
“I think everybody was a little bit angry from last night’s
game, and we all were a little disappointed the way we came
out,” he said. “We knew exactly what we had to bring and
how to respond, and I think right from the get-go we got
pucks in deep, we made simple plays and we ended up
getting rewarded for it.”
2. Leading the way was Carolina’s fourth line (more on that
later) and Staal. The captain epitomized the Hurricanes’
resolve on his goal.
A battle with Yanni Gourde in the corner of the Tampa Bay
end continued in front of the net. Gourde hit the ice after
Staal’s stick seemed to get him between the legs, and the
Lightning center rose and delivered five cross-checks to
Staal.
But the Carolina center — seven inches taller and boasting a
nearly 50-pound weight advantage that is probably closer to
70 — ignored and redirected a Dougie Hamilton shot past

His teammates took notice as well.
“That’s exactly what a captain does right there, that’s
textbook,” Lorentz said. “Jordo, he’s a guy that just leads by
example — he’s not the most talkative guy. He could have
turned around and maybe punched him in the head after
taking three or four cross-checks like that, but he kept his
cool. … He just stood his ground, did his job and he tipped
the puck in.
“When your captain is doing stuff like that, that just makes
you want to go out and do it yourself in the next shift.”
3. The Hurricanes played most of the final two periods with
just five defensemen because of an injury to Brady Skjei on a
hit by Tampa Bay’s Blake Coleman. The hit in question came
with 1:40 left in the first period, as Coleman barreled into the
back of Skjei and mashed him into the boards. Skjei played
one shift early in the second but then missed the rest of the
game.
Brind’Amour, after taking the high road on a big hit the night
before by the Lightning’s Alex Killorn on right wing Martin
Necas, was blunter following Tuesday’s win.
“He got hit from behind in the first period, tried to play
through it,” Brind’Amour said. “And it was a hit from behind, I
can tell you that right now, looked at it 10 times. … I know
nothing’s gonna happen, but we got a guy now (who) might
have had a concussion for it. So, not happy about that.”
The silver lining was that the remaining Hurricanes
defensemen picked up the slack in what was a 0-0 game at
the time and helped stifle Tampa Bay’s attack. Three players
— Jaccob Slavin, Brett Pesce and Hamilton — played at or
seconds shy of 24 minutes, and Jake Gardiner (fourth game
in six weeks) and Jani Hakanpaa (fourth game since being
traded to Carolina) logged more than 18 minutes.
Number To Know
1,928 — Days since the Carolina Hurricanes had a fight on
consecutive days until Martinook fought Tampa Bay’s
Barclay Goodrow on Tuesday to follow up Gardiner’s fight
the night before with the Lightning’s Killorn. The last time
was Jan. 8-9, 2016, when Brad Malone fought Brandon
Dubinsky and Jared Boll in back-to-back games against
Columbus. Malone had actually done it earlier that season as
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well, fighting Los Angeles’ Kyle Clifford and Philadelphia’s
Pierre-Edouard Bellemare on Nov. 22-23, 2015, respectively.
They Said It
“We don’t like them and they don’t like us. It’s pretty simple.”
— Hurricanes forward Nino Niederreiter on the playoff-level
intensity in games against the Lightning
Plus
Steven Lorentz, Hurricanes center — Carolina’s fourth line
was a tone-setter, and Lorentz led the way. The alwaysenthusiastic rookie gave the Hurricanes an insurance goal to
cap off a three-goal second period for Carolina, taking a pass
from fellow rookie Morgan Geekie in front and scoring far
side on Vasilevskiy for his second career goal.
More importantly, Lorentz and his linemates — Geekie and
Cedric Paquette — rebounded from what Lorentz said was
an off night for the trio the night before.

“Our job is basically to keep it simple and just create energy
and give our top six guys or top nine guys a rest,” Lorentz
said. “And when we go out there, we know we have to play
responsible and we really have to make sure we’re taking
care of our own end. … We’re very proud of the way we
responded tonight, and we’re very happy taking three of four
(points) from Tampa.”
Minus
Andrei Svechnikov, Hurricanes forward — After scoring in
three straight, Svechnikov was kept off the score sheet. Well,
mostly — he was called for slashing twice in the game, once
in the first and again in the third.
Neither penalty came back to bite Carolina, but Svechnikov’s
fast start — two hits, a blocked shot and a shot on goal —
was quickly derailed by his first infraction five minutes in, and
his line with Sebastian Aho and Jesper Fast struggled
against the Brayden Point line for much of the night.

Recap: Big Second Period Sparks Canes to 4-1 Win in Tampa
Canes score three goals in the second

The Second Period

By Michael Smith

It was a 60-minute effort, indeed, but the Canes broke the
game open in the second period.

TAMPA - Fueled by a three-goal second period and an allaround solid effort, the Carolina Hurricanes defeated the
Tampa Bay Lightning, 4-1, in the season series finale
between the two teams.
The Response
The Canes claimed a point in a 3-2 overtime loss to the
Lightning on Monday night, but they had better. They knew it.
"We need to up the ante a little bit if we want to get to a
playoff-level type game," head coach Rod Brind'Amour said.
Less than 24 hours later, the Canes returned to the ice at
Amalie Arena and, in every facet of the game, made a
statement on the road against the defending Stanley Cup
champions.
"I think everybody was a little bit angry from last night's
game," Nino Niederreiter said. "We knew exactly what we
had to bring and how to respond."
The game was physical. It was emotional. It was a battle.
And the Canes prevailed.
"This was a 60-minute effort all the way through," head
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We were a little more invested
in the game and probably they weren't. … It was solid, top to
bottom."

Niederreiter got the Canes on the board first almost eight
minutes into the middle frame. Vincent Trocheck motored the
puck up the ice and stickhandled around Anthony Cirelli
along the left-wing boards. He then dished a gorgeous
backhand feed to Niederreiter, who cut to the middle and
beat Andrei Vasilevskiy with a glove-side wrister from the
slot.
On the ensuing faceoff, Jordan Martinook and Barclay
Goodrow dropped the gloves. Each player landed a solid
right before the stripes stepped in.
"Once we got on the board, we kind of got energized. Marty
had a great fight," Steven Lorentz said. "That got the boys
going, too."
Just 25 seconds after Niederreiter opened the scoring, Staal
doubled his team's lead and infused the bench with even
more energy. Undeterred by a handful of cross checks from
a pestering Yanni Gourde, Staal won a territorial battle to get
a stick on Dougie Hamilton's point shot and redirect it past
Vasilevskiy. Staal turned toward Gourde and tossed his
hands in the air in celebration.
"That's exactly what a captain does. That's textbook. Jordo is
a guy who leads by example," Lorentz said. "He stood his
ground, did his job and tipped the puck in. That got such a
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loud reaction from the bench. It just fired us up so much.
When your captain is doing stuff like that, it makes you want
to go out and do it yourself on the next shift."
"It's a game of battles. Jordo does it every shift, and it's nice
[for him] to get rewarded," Brind'Amour said. "The dirty work,
right? The battle level. It's nice when you get those,
especially against a guy who you're battling."
Later in the second period, with three minutes and change
left, the Canes' fourth line gained possession in the
defensive zone and then won a battle in the near corner of
the offensive zone. Morgan Geekie fed Lorentz, who roped a
far-side snap shot past Vasilevskiy to put the Canes ahead
3-0.
"Geeks and I have worked on that move in practice for the
last couple of weeks," Lorentz said. "I was fortunate enough
that they kind of missed coverage. I got a good shot on net,
and it went in. I'm very happy with the way our line played
tonight, and we just have to keep that energy going into
Florida."
Though Brayden Point got one back for the Lightning before
the end of the period, it was a statement second for the
Canes and the difference in the 4-1 final.

When the Canes did break down defensively, Nedeljkovic
stopped 26 of the 27 shots he saw, including a sharp, quickreaction stop on Ryan McDonagh's point-blank scoring
opportunity in a 0-0 first period.
In his last 14 starts, Nedeljkovic is 10-3-1 with a 1.57 goalsagainst average, a .943 save percentage and three shutouts.
Minus: Losing Brady Skjei
The Canes had to play with five defensemen for nearly two
periods because of Blake Coleman's dangerous hit-frombehind on Skjei late in the first period.
"That's a hit from behind. Nothing's going to happen, but now
we have a guy who might have a concussion. Not happy
about that," Brind'Amour said. "The five D hung in there and
battled hard for each other."
Stats Pack
4: Hamilton has tallied an assist in four straight games (4a).
4-3-1: The Canes finished their eight-game regular-season
series against the Lightning with a 4-3-1 record.
5-2-0: The Canes are 5-2-0 on the second half of back-toback sets this season.

Plus/Minus

Nearly the Play of the Night

Plus: Team defense

If there is another Canes player who could pull off The
Svech, it's probably Martin Necas.

The Canes played with five defensemen for much of the
game - more on that below - but they still were able to lock
down Tampa Bay's threatening offense.
"Honestly, I didn't really notice we were down because we
were just playing so well," Alex Nedeljkovic said. "As a D
corps, they were solid."
The Canes limited the Lightning to 27 shots on goal,
including seven in a dominant second period and nine in the
third, when the Canes sealed their fourth win against the
Lightning this season. The team was also 2-for-2 on the
penalty kill, which included a stellar outing late in regulation
to preserve what was a 3-1 lead at the time.

Quote of the Night
"We're poised to make a deep run hopefully, and games like
this are only going to push us in the right direction. … We
believe that we can do something special here." - Alex
Nedeljkovic
Up Next
Another big two-game set is next, as the Canes head to
South Florida to take on the Panthers on Thursday and
Saturday.
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Hurricanes defeat Lightning for split of back-to-back games
Niederreiter has goal, assist for Carolina coming off OT loss
By Corey Long

Niederreiter put the Hurricanes ahead 1-0 at 7:48 of the
second with a shot from the high slot off a pass from Vincent
Trocheck.

TAMPA -- Alex Nedeljkovic made 26 saves for the Carolina
Hurricanes in a 4-1 win against the Tampa Bay Lightning at
Amalie Arena on Tuesday.

"It was a terrific pass," Niederreiter said. "I had a lot of speed
on that play, and he found me perfectly. I was glad to get the
goal."

Nino Niederreiter and Jordan Staal scored 25 seconds apart
in the second period for the Hurricanes (30-10-5), who lost 32 in overtime here Monday and are 3-0-1 in their past four
games.

Staal made it 2-0 at 8:13 when he tipped Dougie Hamilton's
shot. Niederreiter had an assist for his first multipoint game
since March 4, a span of 22 games.

"That was a 60-minute effort all the way through," Carolina
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We were just a little more
invested in this game, probably they weren't. It was probably
a reversal [from Monday]."
Brayden Point scored for the Lightning (30-14-2), who are 33-0 in their past six. Andrei Vasilevskiy made 32 saves.
"We gave up too much," Point said. "'Vasy' made some great
saves. It's [defensive] zone stuff. If you're giving up four a
night, it's tough to win games. Lots to clean up in the Dzone."
The Hurricanes are tied with the Florida Panthers for first
place in the eight-team Discover Central Division, three
points ahead of the Lightning, who are in third, 11 points
ahead of the fourth-place Nashville Predators. The top four
teams will qualify for the Stanley Cup Playoffs.
"All these games now, they mean a lot," Nedeljkovic said.
"We're poised here to make a deep run, and games like this
are only going to push us in the right direction. We'll most
likely have to go through these guys one way or another
come playoff time, so any time you can kind of beat 'em a
little bit and at least I think we evened up the series with
them for the year (each team is 4-3-1)."
Tampa Bay coach Jon Cooper said, "We split against Florida
(3-2 overtime win Thursday, 5-3 loss Saturday), we split
against Carolina, and unfortunately we gave them points in
the two that we won. We got a good look at two teams that
lead the division and we know we can play with. We've just
got to be more consistent."

Steven Lorentz extended the lead to 3-0 at 16:45 with a shot
from the bottom of the right face-off circle off a backhand
pass from the right corner by Morgan Geekie.
"I think there was a little more at stake here tonight," Lorenz
said. "I think our group did a really good job of bouncing back
today, and I'm really proud of the way we responded. Once
we got on the board, we kind of got energized … and we put
a couple more by a really good goaltender in Vasilevskiy. So
we're very proud of the way we responded tonight, and we're
very happy taking 3 of 4 (points) from Tampa."
Point made it 3-1 at 17:09 of the second when he redirected
a centering pass from Ondrej Palat on the rush for his
Lightning-leading 20th goal. He has scored a goal in three
straight games and four out of five.
"I thought they were just quicker than us," Point said. "They
were quicker to pucks, quicker to get on top of us … didn't
give us much time and space. I think that's it. They were
winning races, and it resulted in a lot more zone time for
them."
Jordan Martinook scored an empty-net goal with three
seconds remaining for the 4-1 final.
"We didn't do quite as good of a job skating," Lightning
forward Blake Coleman said. "Obviously, there's a hole in the
offense right now (with forward Steven Stamkos out with a
lower-body injury), and guys like myself and other guys need
to start stepping up and carrying the load."
Carolina defenseman Brady Skjei left the game at 3:15 of the
second period with an upper-body injury. Brind'Amour said
he is concerned Skjei may have a concussion following a hit
by Coleman with 1:39 left in the first.
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Carolina tops Lightning 4-1, tied atop Central Division
By Erik Erlendsson
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Nino Niedereitter, Jordan Staal and
Steven Lorentz scored second-period goals to lead the
Carolina Hurricanes to a 4-1 victory over the Tampa Bay
Lightning on Tuesday night.
Carolina remains tied for first place in the Central Division
with the Florida Panthers. The Hurricanes have played two
fewer games.
Florida and Carolina open a two-game set on Thursday in
Sunrise, Florida.
Jordan Martinook added an empty net goal with 2.2 seconds
left. Alex Nedeljkovic stopped 26 shots for the victory.
Brayden Point scored for Tampa Bay, which sits three points
behind the division leaders in the Central with 10 games
remaining.
Andrei Vasilevskiy finished with 32 saves.
After a scoreless first period, Niederreiter opened the scoring
7:48 into the second period, cutting to the slot and taking a
backhand feed from Vincent Trocheck before slipping a wrist
shot into the top corner for his 16th of the season.
Staal scored 25 seconds later as he battled with Yanni
Gourde at the right circle, but was able to deflect Dougie
Hamilton’s shot past Vasilevskiy. Lorentz made it 3-0 at
16:45, taking a pass from Morgan Geekie out of the corner
and getting a free look from the bottom of the right circle for
his second of the season.

Point answered with his 20th goal of the season 18 seconds
later, pushing a pass from Ondrej Palat past Nedeljkovic at
17:03.
RARE DOUBLE PLAY
Tampa Bay turned to Vasilevskiy in net for the second
consecutive night, a rare double dip for the former Vezina
Trophy winner. The last time Vasilevskiy started on back-toback nights in the regular season came on Nov. 28-29, 2017,
which was the second time he did so during the 2017-18
season, after starting on consecutive nights to open the
season. Vasilevskiy did start on back-to-back nights in the
playoffs last season, including Games 4 and 5 of the Stanley
Cup Final against Dallas.
NOT THE RIGHT TIMING FOR TERAVAINEN
Carolina LW Teuvo Teravainen remains sidelined with
concussion symptoms, missing his 22nd consecutive game
on Tuesday. But coach Rod Brind’Amour hinted a return is
getting closer.
“We’re still waiting on him,” Brind’Amour said. “Hopefully
we’ll get him in soon. I don’t think it’s in the next day or two, I
think we’re still a few days away, but that’s kind of up to him
at this point.’’
UP NEXT
Carolina: At Florida Panthers on Thursday.
Tampa Bay: Host Columbus Blue Jackets on Thursday.
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NHL Power Rankings: 1-31 poll, plus the toughest remaining schedule stretch for every
team
By Emily Kaplan
Believe it or not, some NHL teams have a single-digit
number of games remaining on the 2021 schedule, though
many playoff positions and seedings still have to sort
themselves out.
For this week's NHL Power Rankings, we identified the
toughest stretch of games remaining for every team.
How we rank: The ESPN hockey editorial staff submits
selections ranking teams 1 to 31 -- taking into account game
results, injuries and upcoming schedule -- and those results
are tabulated in the list featured here.
Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to our Week 13
edition, published on April 14. Points percentages are
through the games of April 20.
1. Vegas Golden Knights
Previous ranking: 3
Points percentage: .733
Next seven days: vs. SJ (Apr. 21); @ ANA (Apr. 24); vs.
COL (Apr. 26)
A two-game set against the Avalanche (April 26 and 28 in
Vegas) could determine the winner of the West. Fittingly, the
top two teams in the division have split their six games
against each other so far.
2. Colorado Avalanche
Previous ranking: 1
Points percentage: .744
Next seven days: @ STL (Apr. 22, 24); @ VGS (Apr. 26)
When the Avalanche resume play after their COVID-19
pause, they'll face St. Louis twice at home, before traveling
to the Golden Knights for two games that could determine
first place in the West Division.
3. Carolina Hurricanes
Previous ranking: 6
Points percentage: .722
Next seven days: @ FLA (Apr. 22, 24); @ DAL (Apr. 26, 27)
The toughest remaining stretch for the Hurricanes? You're
looking at it. The Canes are on a six-game, eight-day road
swing that has taken them from Tampa Bay to Florida. It
ends with a back-to-back in Dallas.
4. Tampa Bay Lightning
Previous ranking: 5
Points percentage: .674
Next seven days: vs. CBJ (Apr. 22, 25); @ CHI (Apr. 27)

The teams that have posted a .500 record or better against
the Lightning this season are Columbus and Florida (both
.500), along with Carolina (.571). Tampa Bay finishes out the
season at the Panthers with a two-game road set, which
should be a good one.
5. Toronto Maple Leafs
Previous ranking: 4
Points percentage: .663
Next seven days: @ WPG (Apr. 22, 24)
The Maple Leafs have been in control of the North Division,
with the Jets as their closest challenger. Toronto plays
Winnipeg three more times -- all on the road -- including two
games this week.
6. Florida Panthers
Previous ranking: 8
Points percentage: .691
Next seven days: vs. CAR (Apr. 22, 24); @ NSH (Apr. 26,
27)
The Canes have been a sore spot for Florida this season.
The Panthers are 1-3-2 against Carolina and have seen their
former player, Vincent Trocheck, score six goals in those six
games. Carolina and Florida play twice more: on April 22 and
24.
7. Washington Capitals
Previous ranking: 2
Points percentage: .674
Next seven days: @ NYI (Apr. 22, 24); vs. NYI (Apr. 27)
The Caps are trying to stave off the Islanders for the top
seed in the East. Washington will cement its spot or fall
behind following a three-game set against the Islanders
beginning tomorrow, with two games at the Coliseum.
8. New York Islanders
Previous ranking: 7
Points percentage: .674
Next seven days: vs. WSH (Apr. 22, 24); @ WSH (Apr. 27)
The Isles are eyeing the top seed in the East, but they have
to pass Washington. New York gets a prime opportunity with
three games against the Caps from April 22 to April 27. It's
always interesting when Barry Trotz faces his former team.
9. Minnesota Wild
Previous ranking: 10
Points percentage: .670
Next seven days: @ ARI (Apr. 21); @ LA (Apr. 23); @ SJ
(Apr. 24); vs. STL (Apr. 26)
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The Wild are pretty firm in their playoff position. However,
they'll face a desperate team in St. Louis -- on the outside,
looking in -- for four consecutive games from April 26 to May
1. That could be a feisty series.

two games against Carolina to close out the season. The
Preds are 0-5-1 against the Canes so far.

10. Pittsburgh Penguins

Previous ranking: 16
Points percentage: .547
Next seven days: @ EDM (Apr. 21); @ CGY (Apr. 23, 24,
26)

Previous ranking: 9
Points percentage: .663
Next seven days: vs. NJ (Apr. 22, 24); vs. BOS (Apr. 25, 27)
Seeding in the East is still up in the air, and the Pens can
help (or hurt) their cause with a critical four-game stretch
beginning April 25: two games against the Bruins, followed
by two games in Washington.
11. Boston Bruins
Previous ranking: 13
Points percentage: .659
Next seven days: @ BUF (Apr. 22, 23); @ PIT (Apr. 25, 27)
For the Bruins, the last two games of the season could be
vital. Boston hosts the Islanders on May 10 -- a team against
which it has gone 2-3 -- then must travel to Washington for a
game against the Capitals the next day.
12. New York Rangers
Previous ranking: 15
Points percentage: .565
Next seven days: vs. PHI (Apr. 22, 23); vs. BUF (Apr. 25, 27)
The Rangers have been on a tear since March 30, picking up
more wins than any other team (18) while averaging four
goals per game. Their playoff hopes might come down to the
final two tests of the season: a pair of road games in Boston.
13. Edmonton Oilers
Previous ranking: 12
Points percentage: .636
Next seven days: vs. MTL (Apr. 21); @ WPG (Apr. 26)
The Oilers have fared well against the Jets so far, going 5-2.
That said, Edmonton's final two games against Winnipeg -on April 26 and 28, in Winnipeg -- are critical. The Oilers will
likely face the Jets in the first round of the playoffs, and these
games could determine seeding.
14. Winnipeg Jets
Previous ranking: 11
Points percentage: .633
Next seven days: vs. TOR (Apr. 22, 24); vs. EDM (Apr. 26)
The Jets' toughest stretch is coming up this week. Winnipeg
hosts back-to-back games against the team ahead of it in the
standings (Toronto), before hosting a two-game set against
the team directly behind it in the standings (Edmonton).
15. Nashville Predators
Previous ranking: 14
Points percentage: .543
Next seven days: @ CHI (Apr. 21, 23); vs. FLA (Apr. 26, 27)
Fourth place in the Central Division is on the line this week
versus Chicago, but Nashville's toughest stretch is its final

16. Montreal Canadiens

In the last week of the season, the Canadiens will have a
two-game road swing against the Maple Leafs. It will be
especially important for Montreal, considering the Habs are
likely to play the Leafs again in the first round of the playoffs.
17. Dallas Stars
Previous ranking: 21
Points percentage: .556
Next seven days: @ DET (Apr. 22, 24); vs. CAR (Apr. 26,
27)
Next week, the Stars have a daunting stretch of three games
in four days. First, it's a back-to-back against the Canes
(against whom Dallas has gone 1-3), followed by a game at
the Lightning (against whom they also have a 1-3 record, not
to mention they're the team that ousted them in last year's
Stanley Cup Final).
18. Arizona Coyotes
Previous ranking: 20
Points percentage: .489
Next seven days: vs. MIN (Apr. 21); @ LA (Apr. 24); @ SJ
(Apr. 26)
The Yotes are clinging to the final playoff spot in the West. In
a four-game stretch from April 26 to May 1, Arizona faces a
team (San Jose) hunting for its spot for two games, then
takes on Vegas for the others. The Golden Knights have
gone 5-1 against the Coyotes so far.
19. St. Louis Blues
Previous ranking: 18
Points percentage: .512
Next seven days: vs. COL (Apr. 22, 24); @ MIN (Apr. 26)
The Blues' season could be defined by the stretch on which
they're about to embark: two games against the Avs,
followed by four straight games against Minnesota. Can they
pull it together, or will it all unravel?
20. Philadelphia Flyers
Previous ranking: 17
Points percentage: .522
Next seven days: @ NYR (Apr. 22, 23); vs. NJ (Apr. 25); @
NJ (Apr. 27)
During the last week of a frustrating season for Philadelphia,
the Flyers will face the Capitals twice, with both games in
Washington. The Flyers have faced the Caps six times this
season and have won only once.
21. Chicago Blackhawks
Previous ranking: 19
Points percentage: .511
Next seven days: vs. NSH (Apr. 21, 23); vs. TB (Apr. 27)
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The Blackhawks are still aiming for the fourth playoff spot in
the Central, and to get it, they'll need to unseat Nashville.
Chicago gets its chance with a game against the Predators
on Wednesday night and then again on Friday.

than two goals a game this season. A positive: Detroit
recently posted its first three-game winning streak.

22. Vancouver Canucks

Previous ranking: 26
Points percentage: .406
Next seven days: @ TB (Apr. 22, 25); vs. DET (Apr. 27)

Previous ranking: 23
Points percentage: .500
Next seven days: vs. OTT (Apr. 22, 24); @ OTT (Apr. 26)
Frankly, the entire final portion of the Canucks' season is
brutal, following a COVID-19 outbreak that forced a 25-day
pause. Vancouver is playing its final 19 games in 31 days,
and that includes five sets of back-to-backs.
23. Calgary Flames
Previous ranking: 25
Points percentage: .456
Next seven days: vs. MTL (Apr. 23, 24, 26)
The Flames' final four games are all against the Canucks -home, away, away, home -- and it could be brutal for both
teams, considering both are likely to be out of playoff
contention by then.
24. San Jose Sharks
Previous ranking: 22
Points percentage: .456
Next seven days: @ VGS (Apr. 21); vs. MIN (Apr. 24); vs.
ARI (Apr. 26)
If San Jose has any shot at unseating Arizona for the fourth
playoff spot in the West, the Sharks have to post a winning
record in the four remaining games against the Yotes (San
Jose is 0-3-1 so far). The first two of those games are April
26 and 28.
25. Los Angeles Kings
Previous ranking: 24
Points percentage: .465
Next seven days: vs. MIN (Apr. 23); vs. ARI (Apr. 24); vs.
ANA (Apr. 26)
While the Kings are now a long shot for the playoffs, they'll
face a tough stretch beginning on May 3, with a pair of
games against the Coyotes (likely fighting for their playoff
lives), followed by two games against the Avs.
26. Detroit Red Wings
Previous ranking: 28
Points percentage: .406
Next seven days: vs. DAL (Apr. 22, 24); @ CBJ (Apr. 27)
Detroit is in the middle of a four-game stretch versus Dallas,
a team against which the Red Wings have averaged fewer

27. Columbus Blue Jackets

The current road trip the Blue Jackets are on is brutal. After
hitting up the Stars and Panthers, Columbus now has a twogame set against Tampa Bay before the team is mercifully
allowed to return home.
28. Ottawa Senators
Previous ranking: 29
Points percentage: .391
Next seven days: @ VAN (Apr. 22, 24); vs. VAN (Apr. 26)
The Senators' final road trip: at Winnipeg on May 8, at
Calgary on May 9. Our last glimpse of the Tkachuk vs.
Tkachuk showdown this season. Ottawa's Brady and
Calgary's Matthew are the only players to lead their teams in
both shots and hits this season.
29. Anaheim Ducks
Previous ranking: 30
Points percentage: .372
Next seven days: vs. VGS (Apr. 24); @ LA (Apr. 26)
After playing four straight games against the Kings (with
pride on the line), Anaheim closes out its season with a
daunting six-day road trip featuring two games in St. Louis
and two in Minnesota.
30. Buffalo Sabres
Previous ranking: 31
Points percentage: .337
Next seven days: vs. BOS (Apr. 22, 23); @ NYR (Apr. 25,
27)
The Sabres have yet to win a game this season against
either the Bruins or Islanders. Buffalo faces Boston and New
York in a four-games-in-six-days stretch from April 29 to May
4.
31. New Jersey Devils
Previous ranking: 27
Points percentage: .378
Next seven days: @ PIT (Apr. 22, 24); @ PHI (Apr. 25); vs.
PHI (Apr. 27)
The entire rest of the schedule is a doozy for the Devils, who
have been sluggish since trading away several players at the
deadline. New Jersey has won just one game since March
30.
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NHL Power Rankings: Bruins making post-deadline push, Lightning continue to slide
The Bruins are looking like a different team on the other side
of the trade deadline

Rk

Teams

By Pete Blackburn

shouldn't be legitimate Cup
threats.

There's about one month left in the NHL's abbreviated
regular season and we're starting to get a pretty good idea of
who's going to be in, who's going to be out and who's going
to be fighting for their playoff lives in the final weeks. It's time
to start keeping a close eye on those standings as teams
jockey for positioning as we close out the season. The home
stretch means more drama and increased stakes, which
means excellent theater ... or excruciating stress, depending
on what team you root for.
For a while, it was the Lightning and everyone else. But, as
we've highlighted over the past couple weeks, the Colorado
Avalanche have emerged as the best team in the NHL. That
much is borderline inarguable given the way that they've
played over the last month. They remain in the top spot of
our Power Rankings this week despite a lack of activity on
the schedule in recent days.
But one team that has been revitalized over the past week or
so is the Boston Bruins. We had the Bruins as a big winner
at the trade deadline and so far the early returns have been
about as strong as could be expected. A team that limped
into the deadline has come out looking like a legitimate
threat, so they've climbed a few spots here this week.
Here's a look at the full rankings:
Rk

Teams

1 Avalanche

2

Golden
Knights

4 Lightning

They spent three months in the
No. 1 slot and now here they are
continuing to slip a little bit.
They're playing .500 hockey
over their past 10 games and
now sit third in the division
behind the Canes and Panthers.
On top of that, they've lost
2
Steven Stamkos for a bit. No
reason to panic -- they're one of
the league's most complete
teams and should be primed for
a deep playoff run -- but their
postseason life will be a bit
easier if they get back to the top
of the division.

3014-2

5 Panthers

They've had some horrible injury
luck in the back half of the year.
First Aaron Ekblad and now
Carter Verhaeghe. Hopefully
2
Verhaeghe can heal up in time
for the playoffs, because he's
been a revelation for Florida this
year.

3012-5

Maple
Leafs

They've lost four in a row, Jack
Campbell is starting to look
human and Zach Hyman is hurt. 3
Things are not going especially
great right now.

2813-5

7 Capitals

I raised my eyebrows at how
much the Capitals were willing to
give up for Anthony Mantha at
the trade deadline, but the early
1
returns have been incredible. He
looks like a perfect fit for that
team and has four goals in his
first four games.

2913-4

8 Islanders

The Isles have lost their mojo a
bit and the offense isn't quite
coming together like they'd
2
hoped. Kyle Palmieri hasn't
found his groove, Mat Barzal is
off his game and the power play
stinks. Their defense &

2913-4

Chg Rcrd
They're going to go over a week
between games and, honestly,
that might be good news for the
rest of the division considering -how well they were playing
leading up to the break. They're
17-1-2 in their last 20 games.

309-4

They've got a nice little winning
streak going (six in a row) and
are doing a good job keeping
3
pace with the Avs (as impossible
as that sounds.)

3211-2

The Hurricanes have looked
downright dominant at points
3 Hurricanes recently. If they can hit their
stride heading into the playoffs
and get strong goaltending, I
don't see any reason why they

1

Chg Rcrd

6

3010-5
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Rk

Teams

Chg Rcrd

Rk

Teams

goaltending are good enough to
get them by for now but they're
going to need to start scoring
more goals.

9

Bruins

10 Penguins

11 Wild

12 Jets

have the Stars and Blackhawks
right on their heels. Even if they
do manage to qualify for the
playoffs, I'm not buying them as
a worthy challenger.

Here come the Bruins? They've
looked like a different team since
the trade deadline. Taylor Hall
has injected some life (and
goals) into the second line. Mike
Reilly has been tremendous on
4
the blue line. Even Curtis Lazar
has helped completely transform
the fourth line. And now Tuukka
Rask is back. Also, more than
half of their remaining games are
against the Sabres and Devils...

2612-6

The East is looking like it's going
to be a dogfight down the stretch
and I just have a sneaking
1
suspicion that the Penguins are
going to find themselves on the
bubble in the final weeks.

2914-3

It's hard not to feel for the Wild a
little bit. They're finally becoming
a more exciting team and taking
a step forward this season, but
1
they're destined for an
absolutely brutal first round
playoff matchup against the
Avalanche or Golden Knights.

2813-3

They still look solid both on the
ice and in the standings but I'm
going to continue to question
their legitimacy as a contender
thanks to that defensive group.

2715-3

1

16 Stars

I thought their horrible start was
going to do them in this year
(and it still might), but they've
been playing some really strong
1
hockey and you can't write them
off just yet. If nothing else, this is
a team worth getting excited
about long-term.

2317-6

14 Oilers

I still can't believe the Oilers
didn't even attempt to get better 2
at the trade deadline.

2715-2

15 Predators

I've got a feeling the Preds are
going to look back and regret not 1
selling at the deadline. They've
lost a few games in a row and

2521-1

13 Rangers

Chg Rcrd

Gotta respect their resiliency and
refusal to pack it in this season
despite various injuries and
4
challenges, but it just seems like
they're going to have too tough a
road.

191412

They just can't seem to string
together wins with any
17 Canadiens consistency. Luckily, they're not 2
in any real danger of losing that
final North playoff spot.

1915-9

The battle for the final spot in the
Central is going to be tough
down the stretch, and the
Blackhawks may have the
18 Blackhawks
3
toughest road to clinching it.
Also, the prize is the right to get
caved in by the Canes or
Lightning so...oh well.

2120-5

19 Coyotes

They've snuck ahead of the
Blues and have an easier road
to hang onto that final spot in the -West. But, uh, good luck against
the Avs or Golden Knights.

2021-5

20 Blues

They're not playing particularly
well (three wins in their last 10
games), are on the playoff
bubble and their schedule to
2
close out the season is
absolutely brutal. Good luck with
that.

1918-6

21 Flames

They won three in a row to stoke
the...flames...of hope. I wouldn't 4
get too excited, though.

1923-3

22 Canucks

They're playing hockey again
and they picked up an incredibly
gutsy win against the Leafs in
their first game back. They're still
2
not fully on the other side of the
COVID outbreak but that was
probably the most meaningful
win of their season.

1818-3
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Rk

Teams

23 Flyers

24 Sharks

25 Kings

Blue
26
Jackets

Chg Rcrd
It's truly stunning how quickly
things fell apart for this team.
They came into the year with so
6
much hope and now there are a
lot of questions to be addressed
this offseason.
It looked like they might be
pushing for a playoff spot and
then they promptly fell apart. But
2
congratulations to Patrick
Marleau for playing in his one
millionth game.

2018-7

1822-5

This season is basically over for
them now, so can we start
officially campaigning for them to 2
keep the purple and gold
Reverse Retro jerseys full-time?

1720-6

The Blue Jackets have a ton of
questions ahead of them this
offseason and I'm starting to
1
wonder if John Tortorella will be
back.

1524-9

Rk

Teams

Chg Rcrd

27 Red Wings

Jakub Vrana got on the board in
his first game in Detroit. He
1
could be a really nice piece for a
rebuilding team.

1625-7

28 Senators

I'm going to miss the Sens' Sicko
movement when all of this is
1
said and done.

1626-4

29 Ducks

They're bad.

1

1426-7

30 Devils

Six losses in a row and one win
in their last 10 games. Just like
that the Sabres are on their
4
heels. May as well just pack it in
for draft position.

1425-6

31 Sabres

I feel obligated to put them here
because they're the first team
officially eliminated from playoff
contention, but they've got points -in seven of their past 10 games
(including five wins) so good for
them.

1227-7
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Recap: Canes wrap season series with Bolts with huge win
The Hurricanes are now three points up on Tampa Bay in the
Central-Division Standings.
By Andrew Schnittker
Following a 3-2 overtime loss to Tampa Bay Monday night in
which Rod Brind’Amour said the team lacked emotional
investment, the Carolina Hurricanes bounced back with a
huge win Tuesday, topping the Lightning 4-1 in Tampa to
finish off the season series.
The win puts the Canes three points up on the Lightning in
the Central Division Standings with a game in hand.
Nino Niederreiter notched a goal and an assist for the
Canes, and Jordan Staal, Steven Lorentz and Jordan
Martinook also scored.
Alex Nedeljkovic was sharp in net, especially early in the first
period and late in the third, and turned aside 26 of 27 Tampa
Bay shots.
The Canes came out of the gate with plenty of jump in this
one, outshooting Tampa 8-1 through about five minutes. It
was Nedeljkovic, however, who made the best early save,
stoning Ryan McDonagh on a point-blank chance to keep
things scoreless.
The Canes finally broke the ice about eight minutes into the
second period with goals 25 seconds apart. Vincent
Trocheck drove down the wing and slid a perfect backhand
dish to Niederreiter between the circles that the latter fired
home to make it 1-0.
Staal then won a net-front battle with Yanni Gourde and
tipped home a point shot from Dougie Hamilton, who
extended his point streak to five games, to put Carolina up
by a pair.

The win did not come without a cost, as Brady Skjei left the
game with an upper-body injury and did not return after
taking a hit from behind in the first period.
The fourth line played a strong game, generating pressure
and creating chances, and cashed in late in the second.
Lorentz tripled the Canes’ lead with his second NHL goal
with about three minutes left in the middle frame, taking a
slick feed from Geekie out of the corner and snapping it past
Vasilevskiy.
The 3-0 lead was short-lived, however, as Brayden Point
found an opening in front of the Canes’ net and tipped a
centering feed past Nedeljkovic to bring Tampa Bay within
two just 18 seconds later.
The Canes carried their 3-1 lead into the third period, and
while they could not extend it, they started the frame strong,
with the fourth line hemming Tampa Bay in with a good shift
to set the tone early.
While Carolina failed to capitalize on a power play with about
nine minutes left, the team continued to keep Tampa at bay
until the Bolts got a power play of their own with 5:28 left, but
the Canes killed with a strong, aggressive PK.
Nedeljkovic made another sharp stop to keep Carolina up
two with 1:17 left, and the Canes salted it away with
Martinook’s empty netter with two seconds left to pick up two
huge points in regulation.
Next up for the Canes is another monumental two-game
series, this one at the Florida Panthers. Carolina and Florida
are currently tied for first place in the Central Division, but the
Canes have two games in hand.
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They said it: Lorentz, Brind’Amour, Niederreiter, Nedeljkovic on win in Tampa Bay
Rod Brind’Amour, Steven Lorentz, Nino Niederreiter and
Alex Nedeljkovic spoke to the media after a big win Tampa
Bay.
By Andrew Schnittker and Ryan Henkel
The Hurricanes followed up Monday’s loss with their biggest
win of the season Tuesday night, picking up a 4-1 win in
Tampa Bay thanks to goals from Jordan Staal, Nino
Niederreiter and Steven Lorentz and 26 saves from Alex
Nedeljkovic.
Lorentz, Niederreiter, Nedeljkovic and Brind’Amour spoke to
the media following the win, here’s a full breakdown of
everything they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On the fourth line: It’s huge, especially because it allows you
to get your other guys a little rest. We don’t have to rely on
them so much, because there were a couple other lines that
maybe weren’t as good, and they certainly held their own
and obviously contributed. It makes it easier, especially when
there’s just so many games that we’re playing here.
Watching minutes is vital, so they played a great game
tonight.
On Jordan Staal’s goal: Those are special. It’s a game of
battles and [Staal] obviously does that every shift. It’s nice to
get rewarded. He’s had so many looks here in the last few
games, and it’s nice to see him get rewarded for the dirty
work and battle level. It’s nice when you get those, especially
against a guy you’re battling all night.
On the Canes upping the ante: That was a 60-minute effort
all the way through. They had some shifts, but nothing like
the other night in our end. That was just that we were a little
more invested in the game and they probably weren’t. It was
probably a reversal, and that’s what you get out of it. So it
was a solid, top-to-bottom good game.
On the Hurricanes getting respect: I think teams look at us
and we rarely get a game where they don’t play well. Teams
are ready to play against us. Almost all of the time, we get
their best game. They know they have to play their best to
beat us, and that’s a testament to the guys we have in our
room. We come ready to play almost every night, and I feel
like even the nights we’re off, we’re not that bad. It’s a good
group. They work hard. You’ve got to give them credit for
that.
On Brady Skjei getting hurt and what the Canes playing well
with five defesnemen says about them: I’m glad you brought
that up. He got hit from behind in the first period and tried to
play through it. It was a hit from behind. I can tell you that
right now. I’ve looked at it 10 times. The numbers are turned,
10 feet, it’s above the goal line when it gets run and finished,
hard check into him. But that’s a hit from behind. So I know
nothing’s going to happen, but we’ve got a guy now that
might have a concussion for it. So I’m not happy about that.
But what it says is the guys dug in. Plain and simple. The five
D hung in there and battled for each other, so that was a
great win.

Alex Nedeljkovic
On the intensity of the game being a boost heading into the
postseason: All these games, they mean a lot. These two
against these guys, they were right behind us. It would have
been good to get two points last night but it is what it is.
We’re poised here to make a deep run hopefully and games
like this are only going to push us in the right direction.
Everybody gains experience from these games. We’ll most
likely have to go through these guys in one way or another.
Anytime you can beat them, we evened up the series with
them on the year. That way, going in, having the confidence
to know we can hang with these guys.
On his early save on Ryan McDonagh getting him into the
game: Honestly I kind of got a little lucky. I was a little behind
the play there. It’s huge for pucks to just hit you like that. I
kind of felt a little behind it, so to me, if it’s hitting me like that,
I’m at least in somewhat of a decent position to make a save.
It’s always nice to get the early ones like that especially if
they’re as good of a quality as that one was. It’s always a
nice little confidence boost for the rest of the way.
On being able to take a minute to appreciate becoming an
NHL regular: Absolutely. This is what you worked for your
entire life. As a kid, growing up, I was kind of naive. It was
always a dream to play in the league and I never actually,
until I was 18 in my draft year, that it kind of hit me. That I
could actually do this for a career. It’s special. You treasure it
every time. When we were in Columbus, I got to see my
family and just catch up with them. I always call my mom and
dad after games and stuff. My fiance too. Just treasure and
stay in the moment and enjoy it for as long as possible
because it won’t be forever.
On playing with a chip on his shoulder: A little bit, but I think
as a group we have that kind of mentality. Being a southern
team, we don’t get as much exposure across the league like
some of the bigger markets do. We’ve had a solid year.
We’ve been at the top for the entire year and I still think
sometimes that people kind of throw a little doubt on us and
they don’t believe in what we’re doing here. But we’ve got 25
to 26 guys in that room every night and on a daily basis
ready to go. We believe that we can do something special
here. We can go far and we can be the last team standing.
On the defense stepping up after losing Brady Skjei: That
was excellent. It was awesome to see. I didn’t really notice
we were down because we were just playing so well in that
second period. We were getting pucks out, pucks deep. As a
D corp, they were solid. Skjei is a big piece of that on the
backend, but those five guys picked up the slack and really
kind of hammered it home there for us.
Steven Lorentz
On this being a game unlike any other for him: I think there
was a little more at stake here tonight considering the
performance we put on yesterday wasn’t very good and we
knew that. I think our group did a really good job bouncing
back today and I’m really proud of the way we responded.
We came out in the first period after we looked ourselves in
the mirror last game. It was special to go out there and
basically grind out for the first little while there. They had
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some shifts in our end, but we played in their end quite a bit.
It just kind of went back and forth for a bit, but once we got
on the board we kind of got energized and Martinook had a
great fight. That got the boys going too and we were able to
put a couple more by a really good goaltender in Vasilevskiy.
We’re very proud of the way we responded today and we are
very happy with taking three of four from Tampa.
On Jordan Staal winning a battle against Yanni Gourde and
scoring a goal: That’s exactly what a captain does. That’s
textbook. Jordo’s a guy that leads by example. He’s not the
most talkative guy but he could have turned around and
punched him in the head after taking about three to four
cross-checks like that, but he kept his cool and he let Gourde
kind of hang off of him and take those shots. The puck just
kind of went up to the point and he just stood his ground and
tipped the puck. That got such a loud reaction from the
bench because everybody realized what just happened. I
think everybody was yelling at the other team a little bit too
and it just fired us up so much. When your captain is doing
stuff like that it just makes you want to go out and do it too on
your next shift.
On his line : I think it’s just understanding our role. We’re not
expected to go out and put up two or three points a night. We
understand that and our job basically is to keep it simple and
just create energy and give our top-six or top-nine guys a
rest. When we go out there, we know that we have to play
responsibly and really make sure that we’re taking care of
our own end and being on the D-side of pucks. In games like
tonight where I’m proud of our line in that we responded the
way we did after last night. We kind of got hemmed in our
own end by their fourth line pretty much the whole game.
So we just kind of looked ourselves in the mirror and before
this one, we got together — [Cedric Paquette], [Morgan
Geekie] and I — and we just said, ‘Hey look, we have to be a
lot better tonight,’ and I think we were. It started with winning
faceoffs and I think not just myself but the wingers diving in
and being able to help out with pushing pucks back. When
you start with the puck, it’s so much easier and those guys
did such a good job in helping out. We established a really
good forecheck and obviously what created the goal.
[Geekie] and I have worked on that move in practice for the
past couple of weeks where he just bumps it to that little soft

spot in the middle and I was fortunate enough that they
missed coverage and I was able to get a shot on net and it
went in. I was very happy with the way our line played tonight
and we just have to keep that energy moving forward into
Florida.
On being able to get under Tampa’s skin: That’s exactly what
you want to do to a team like that, especially the Stanley Cup
champions. They’re playing extremely well this year and
they’re still rolling off of that cup. When you see a team that
plays a similar system to us — they’re in your face, they’re all
over you and they’re aggressive — and when we can play
our structure just like that and we see them get off their
game and try to do things individually and slamming their
sticks and yelling at each other on the bench, that’s when we
know we’ve kind of got them. Anytime we kind of see that, it
just gives you a little bit of confidence and energy. It just
rallies that guys as a group when Tampa Bay starts getting
off what makes them successful. Again, very happy with the
way we performed tonight and we have to keep this
momentum going into Florida.
Nino Niederreiter
On the Canes’ effort from the start: I think everybody was a
little bit angry from last night’s game, and we all were a little
disappointed with how we came out. We knew exactly what
we had to bring and how to respond, and I think right from
the get go, we got pucks in, made simple plays and we
ended up getting rewarded for that.
On Jordan Staal’s goal as he’s battling Yanni Gourde: We
don’t like them and they don’t like us. It’s pretty simple. It’s a
tough game. There’s a lot of hits and battles all over the
place. There’s a couple fights. It was definitely very physical.
I’m glad we got the win tonight.
On his goal and Vincent Trocheck’s pass: It was definitely a
terrific pass, even from [Martin Necas], breaking it out and
giving it to [Trocheck]. He found me perfectly and it was nice
to get the goal.
On the fourth line: That line was probably our best line
tonight. They were constantly in the O-zone, got pucks in
deep and it was probably the best game I’ve seen them play
so far. I feel like they’re gaining confidence more and more,
and they were really, really good tonight.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250815049.html
https://theathletic.com/2530945/2021/04/21/seattle-kraken-expansion-draft-6-teams-in-play-to-make-a-side-deal/
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/04/hurricanes-rebound-beat-lightning-4-1-in-rematch/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-big-second-period-sparks-canes-to-4-1-win-in-tampa/c-323861880
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-tampa-bay-lightning-game-recap/c-323332038
https://apnews.com/article/jordan-martinook-carolina-hurricanes-nhl-florida-vincent-trocheck-589de3a1e02a8ece3f0fbbf0c1e3e4d6
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/31296807/nhl-power-rankings-1-31-poll-plus-toughest-remaining-schedule-stretch-every-team
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/nhl-power-rankings-bruins-making-post-deadline-push-lightning-continue-to-slide/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/20/22394948/carolina-hurricanes-tampa-bay-lightning-jordan-staal-steven-lorentz-nino-niederreiter
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/20/22395059/they-said-it-lorentz-brindamour-niederreiter-nedeljkovic-on-win-in-tampa-bay
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“We’re poised to make a deep run hopefully and games like this are only
going to push us in the right direction,” Nedeljkovic said. “We’ll most likely
have to go through these guys one way or the other.”

Hurricanes use big second period to turn back Lightning 4-1

For now, the Canes will settle for a 4-4 split of the season series and
three points in the final two games. The only downside Tuesday was an
upper-body injury to defenseman Brady Skjei, who was forced to leave
the game.

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
APRIL 20, 2021 06:44 PM

It was a short sequence but a telling one, ending with Jordan Staal
scoring and the Carolina Hurricanes on their way to a 4-1 victory over the
Tampa Bay Lightning.
The Canes led the Lightning 1-0 in the second period Tuesday after a
Nino Niederreiter goal and were quickly up 2-0 after a second goal. Staal
went to the front of the Lightning net, where he encountered forward
Yanni Gourde.
Staal is 6-foot-4 and 220 pounds. Gourde is listed at 5-9 and 173. For a
few seconds, it was like Staal was playing with his young son, Henry.
Gourde, after being knocked to the ice by Staal, rose to beat on Staal,
cross-check him in the back over and over.
Staal never flinched. He stood his ground, got his stick on a Dougie
Hamilton shot and redirected the puck past Gourde and past goalie
Andrei Vasilevskiy for what would be the winning goal in a game that
kept the Canes (30-10-5) in first place in the Central Division.
As Gourde turned to complain to a referee, Staal turned and raised his
arms high.
“Those are kind of special, right?” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said of
the Staal play. “Jordo does that every shift, and it’s nice to get rewarded.
He’s had so many looks the last few games, and it was nice to see him
get rewarded for the dirty work and battle level.”
In Monday’s game with Tampa Bay, Staal had a chance to end it early in
the overtime but couldn’t stuff the puck past Vasilevskiy. Gourde then
won it 3-2.
But the Canes were game and willing for any battle this night. After
Niederreiter’s goal, off a Vincent Trocheck setup pass, Tampa Bay’s
Barclay Goodrow wanted to tangle with the Canes’ Jordan Martinook.
That was fine with Martinook and off came the gloves.
“It’s obvious we don’t like them and they don’t like us,” Niederreiter said.
Staal scored for a 2-0 lead 25 seconds after Niederreiter’s goal. and
Steven Lorentz made it 3-0 in the second, getting open in the slot and
taking a pass out of the corner from Morgan Geekie. Brayden Point’s
20th of the season got the Lightning (30-14-2) on the board before the
period ended.
Martinook, active all game, finished off the scoring with a late empty-net
goal in the third to seal it.
Point’s goal was all Canes goalie Alex Nedeljkovic would allow, making
26 saves in earning his 11th win of the season as the Canes kept their
Central lead over the Florida Panthers — both have 65 points but the
Canes have two games-in-hand on Florida.

Brind’Amour had no update on Skjei after the game but did not like Blake
Coleman’s hit from behind on Skjei. He indicated Skjei was in the
concussion protocol, and his status for the upcoming two games with
Florida is unknown.
“That was a 60-minute effort all the way through,” Brind’Amour said. “We
were a little more invested in the game and probably they weren’t. It was
probably a reversal. It was solid, top to bottom.”
Nino Niederreiter and Jordan Staal scored in a span of 25 seconds as
the Canes grabbed a 2-0 lead in the second period. Steven Lorentz later
made it 3-0 before the Lightning got on the board.
Niederreiter took a nice pass from Vincent Trocheck in the slot and
whipped a shot past Andrei Vasilevskiy, making a rare start in both ends
of a back-to-back. Niederreiter’s 16th of the season came at 7:48 of the
period.
Staal then scored his 14th at 8:13. With Yanni Gourde crosschecking him
in front of the net, Staal got a piece of a Dougie Hamilton shot for the
redirection as Niederreiter also had an assist. Staal then turned and
raised his arms high over Gourde, whose overtime goal won Monday’s
game.
Lorentz’s second goal of the season came at 16:45 of the period as
Morgan Geekie had the assist with a pass out of the corner to Lorentz in
the low slot.
Tampa Bay quickly answered the Lorentz goal as Brayden Point scored
his 20th of the season 18 seconds later to make it 3-1.
After Niederreitrer’s score, the Canes’ Jordan Martinook dropped the
gloves and slugged it out with Barclay Goodrow on the ensuing faceoff.
Not long after the fisticuffs, Staal made it a 2-0 game.
Canes’ defenseman Brady Skjei was banged into the boards by Blake
Coleman in the first and suffered an upper-body injury. He played one
shift in the second before leaving the game and did not return.
The first period was scoreless and an evenly played period as both
teams battled for pucks, checked hard, worked hard for scoring
opportunities and got solid work from their goalies.
Lightning coach Jon Cooper started Andrei Vasilevskiy for the second
straight night, a tipoff on how important he views the game. Vasilevskiy is
1-6-1 overall with no rest, but Cooper wanted him in net and he saw 13
shots in the first period.
Canes goalie Alex Nedeljkovic faced 11 shots and limited his rebounds
allowed. Tampa’s Alex Killorn found the post with shot in the first.
Both teams had abbreviated power plays in the first. The Canes had the
first 5-on-4 advantage but Andrei Svechnikov was called for slashing.
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Canes center Vincent Trocheck had a shot bang off the top of the
crossbar late in the period, a near-miss.
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said his team was lacking the proper
emotion Monday in a 3-2 overtime loss to Tampa Bay.
But why? The Canes are fighting to keep their hold on first place in the
Central Division. They were playing the Lightning, the 2020 Stanley Cup
champions, on Tampa’s home ice. All the incentives seemed to be there.
“I don’t know,” Brind’Amour said Tuesday morning. “I just think we were a
little flat. ... I think there’s just a little level that we needed to get to to
compete in that game and we didn’t really have it emotionally, so it
affected our whole game.
“Why? We’re in the midst of a lot of hockey, and I think we ask a lot of
these guys. At the end of the day, we were still in a 2-2 game in overtime
and had the first Grade-A chance (by Jordan Staal) to win it. It’s not easy
playing a good team. But I know that to beat those guys we have to be at
our best. That’s why I said we needed to have a little more emotional
investment in that game last night.”
Whatever the reason, the Canes (29-10-5) have another chance to make
that investment Tuesday, in the eighth and final regular-season game
between the Canes and Lightning.
THE LINEUP
Brind’Amour said goalie Alex Nedeljkovic would be in net, giving the
rookie the start ahead of veteran James Reimer. It appeared to be an
indication Brind’Amour intends to go with Petr Mrazek and Nedeljkovic —
and possibly sit Reimer — in the final games of the regular season.
Reimer was the backup Tuesday.
Brind’Amour said Tuesday morning that there could be a lineup change
or two among the skaters, saying, “Everything’s kind of up in the air with
some game-time decisions on other players.” He said he hoped no
changes would be needed.
One player who would not be a part of a lineup change Tuesday is
forward Teuvo Teravainen, Brind’Amour said. Teravainen, recovering
from concussion symptoms, could play during the six-game road trip but
his return was “still a few days away” Brind’Amour said.
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How Teuvo Teravainen’s potential return would impact the Hurricanes

By Sara Civian
Apr 20, 2021

The Hurricanes had a relatively quiet trade deadline, their only move
swapping a depth defenseman, Haydn Fleury, for another depth
defenseman (and, apparently, a game-winning goal scorer), Jani
Hakanpaa. It addressed one of the needs general manager Don Waddell
had been openly discussing — a big, right-handed defenseman to anchor
a Jake of either the Bean or Gardiner variety — but not acquiring help up
front seemed like a potential issue with Teuvo Teravainen’s recovery
timeline was unknown at best and bleak at worst.
Teravainen has been sidelined for 20 games and almost two months now
with concussion symptoms. He’d had a rough go of it all season even
before that. First, he missed three games after testing positive for
COVID-19. He disclosed to the media that he had been a symptomatic
case, and it understandably took him a few games after his return to get
back to form. Then just as he said he was starting to feel like himself

again, he took a hit from Chicago’s Nikita Zadorov on Feb. 19 (nine
games later) and was out for seven games. Then he returned March 4
and sustained a concussion.
That’d be enough for many players to call it a season and certainly made
his availability a question mark. But Teravainen has started skating on
his own over the past few weeks, and the best possible scenario started
to look possible last Friday when he joined the Canes for a full-contact
practice, no visor. He also traveled with the team on its current six-game
road trip, and while head coach Rod Brind’Amour obviously won’t rush
him back, he isn’t ruling out a potential return during the road trip.
“Not sure. I hope so,” Brind’Amour said after Monday’s skate when I
asked him if Teravainen will get in on the trip. “Just waiting on him to say,
‘Put me in,’ and then he’ll go in. Positive side is that he’s at least
practicing with us so he’s part of the group now. Hopefully, he’ll get the
bug and feel good and he’ll get in there.”
It might (understandably) take a few games before Teravainen returns to
full form, but when he gets there, the Canes will be better off for it.
This season, he has two goals and nine points in his 13 games, and
that’s including the games he was operating at well below 100 percent.
His 15 goals and 63 points in 68 games were second only to countryman
Sebastian Aho on the 2019-20 Hurricanes, and he’s garnered respect
from Brind’Amour recently about the evolution of his two-way game —
including his penalty killing. While he isn’t always scoring one of those
random huge goals or doing anything specifically memorable, you’ll often
look at the scoresheet after a game and notice he had three or so points.
Someone like that is valuable and pretty irreplaceable in terms of
consistency and morale for the team as a whole.
But just how tangible is Teravainen’s impact on the Canes’ performance?
We’ll start with our best indication of overall impact for a top-line forward:
even-strength offense.
(FYI: Red areas show where the given player causes shots to be taken at
a larger rate than league average, blue areas less.)
The Canes have an expected-goals-per-60-minutes rate of 3.06 at fiveon-five when Teravainen is on the ice this season, which is 22 percent
better than the league average. That rate falls to 2.65 when Teravainen
is not on the ice, which is five percent better than the league average.
So, breaking news to no one but Dom Luszczyszyn and Sean Gentille:
The Canes are good. And noted good hockey player Teravainen makes
the good team better. Folks, that checks out with the eye test.
Now, this data is not perfect. As the chart above from the one and only
Micah Blake McCurdy notes, Teravainen has only been on the ice for
161 five-on-five minutes overall, compared to the 1,916 minutes the
Hurricanes have played at five-on-five without him. So it’s not as simple
as saying the Hurricanes are 17 percent better offensively solely because
of Teravainen — regression and fluctuation are inevitable the more
minutes played, and don’t forget he’s usually on the ice with some of the
best linemates around. But that said, his absence has absolutely had an
impact.
We can reduce the impact of the time-lost-to-injury variable by going
back to last season’s data.
Again, not all of this is because of Teravainen, but it’s no coincidence
that the five-on-five expected goals per 60 jumped by 0.19 when he was
on the ice in 2019-20. This season’s data looks like a continuation of last
season’s, and it all points to Teravainen’s clear offensive impact.
If you’ve watched him play, you know it doesn’t stop on offense, even
though his transition game is often a gateway to offense. One of
Brind’Amour’s sneaky great moves these past few seasons has been
sending Aho and Teravainen on the penalty kill and letting them do their
thing. Now, the Canes have one of the best penalty kills in the NHL, and
even in saying that, Teravainen would be an improvement.
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With Teravainen on the penalty kill, opposing teams had 30 percent
fewer expected goals per 60 minutes relative to the league average,
which is among the best in the league in terms of individual defensive
impact on the PK.
On the power play, the Hurricanes have had the luxury of Martin Necas’
breakout season with Teravainen out. But imagine two elite playmakers
on the man advantage? There would be an imminent danger on two
power-play units? In this economy?
Teravainen’s return would be gigantic for the Hurricanes down the stretch
and into the playoffs for a few specific reasons.
Players on all teams will be exhausted after this condensed-schedule
season, and what better weapon to unleash at that time than a player
known for picking up slack wherever it is needed: power play, penalty kill,
even taking a shot on goal if he must. His return would improve the
team’s line combinations and would round out one of the best top-six
forward cores in the league.

Florida, which moved into a tie with the Carolina Hurricanes for first place
in the division on Monday, kept pace with the Hurricanes with their win
Tuesday. Carolina beat the Tampa Bay Lightning, 4-1, in Tampa to stay
even with Florida atop the Central, although the Hurricanes have played
two fewer games than the Panthers, so they lead in points percentage.
The Lightning slips three points back of Florida and Carolina, and the
Panthers passed Tampa Bay for the second best points percentage in
the division.
“I was glad to be able to contribute,” Knight said, “even in a small way.”
With nine games left in the season, Florida is 10-3-1 in its last 14 and on
pace for its best points percentage ever. The Panthers took a gamble
Tuesday to trust Knight to debut in high-stakes contest and found the
goalie can more than hold his own in the NHL.

You’re going to need someone like Teravainen who can score goals and
not only block a shot when needed but also prevent that shot from ever
happening in the first place.

Florida knew it wanted to get Knight into a game at some point, so it
informed him of the plan Monday. He had been on the active roster a few
times, but never dressed even as a backup goalie. At the Panthers’
morning skate, coach Joel Quenneville told Knight he was going to back
up Sergei Bobrovsky on Monday, then get the nod against Columbus
(15-24-9) on Tuesday. He told his mother, who happened to be
vacationing in Longboat Key with one of Knight’s sisters, and they drove
across the state to watch him sit on the bench Monday, then his father
flew down to South Florida on Tuesday, so all three could watch him
debut Tuesday.

The Athletic LOADED: 04.21.2021

Knight was the first Panther out on the ice for warm-ups and skated a lap
around his half of the ice as is customary for a rookie in his debut. It
finally felt real.

Then consider potential playoff matchups. The Canes will likely see the
Lightning or the Panthers in the first round — both teams are swimming
in expected goals on the man advantage this season.
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“Going out for warm-ups was when I sort of really realized that, Oh my
gosh,” Knight said.
By the time the puck dropped, Knight was a little surprised.

Panthers blow out Blue Jackets in Spencer Knight’s debut to stay atop
Central Division

“I wasn’t as nervous as I thought I would be,” he said.

BY DAVID WILSON

His teammates made it easy for him, too. Knight didn’t face any
particularly difficult situations for the first 13 minutes until Patrik Laine
squared up an open shot from the right circle with 6:16 left in the first.
The star winger tried to place a shot over Knight’s right shoulder and the
20-year-old batted aside the attempt.

Spencer Knight was the last player to leave the ice at the end of a hectic
first period in his NHL career. The Florida Panthers tied him to an early
lead and, after withstanding some late scares from the Columbus Blue
Jackets, he paused just before heading into the dressing room for the
first intermission and leaned up against the wall in front of the Panthers’
bench.
It was the day he waited his whole life and, for a moment, the ice was all
his. A little less than two years ago, Florida took him with the 13th overall
pick in the 2019 NHL Entry Draft. It was the first time the Panthers ever
spent a first-round pick on a goaltender and they envisioned turning to
him in games like these — games with playoff implications in front of
energized crowds in Sunrise — and they didn’t hesitate to throw him into
one Tuesday. With fewer than a dozen games left in the regular season
and Florida in thick of a race for a division title, the Panthers turned to
Knight and the rookie delivered his new team to a 5-1 win in his debut.
“He might’ve been a little nervous,” All-Star left wing Jonathan
Huberdeau said, “but it didn’t show out there.”
Knight saved 33 of the 34 shots he faced and gave up just one goal on a
power play in the first period. Florida gave him a 2-0 lead in the first 10
minutes and he held on to win in his debut, less than a month after he
was playing for the Boston College Eagles in the NCAA tournament.
Star center Aleksander Barkov and versatile forward Sam Bennett both
scored in the first period, and Bennett and left wings Jonathan
Huberdeau and Ryan Lomberg all scored in the second to pull away from
the Blue Jackets at the BB&T Center. For the second straight day, the
Panthers (30-12-5) led wire to wire to beat one of the worst teams in the
league and gain ground in the tight Central Division race.

“We felt that he was going to be more than fine when he did get that
chance,” Quenneville said, “so it was great to see him and I just love the
composure.”
Knight finished the first period with 10 saves on 11 shots and the only
goal he gave up came on a power play when Jack Roslovic buried a
rebound to cut Florida’s lead to 2-1 with 3:44 left in the period. Roslovic
briefly seemed to tie the game with 57 seconds left in the first, but his
breakaway goal was wiped off the board when Quenneville challenged
and the officials determined the Blue Jackets forward was offside.
When the game was over, there was no shortage of stars to potentially
recognize. Huberdeau was the third star after scoring a goal and dishing
out two assists. Bennett was the second after scoring twice, bringing his
point total up to five in three games since joining Florida in a tradedeadline deal last week. Knight was the only correct decision, though.
The crowd of 4,321 greeted him with a shower of rubber rats and
cheered as he talked through a postgame interview on the big screen.
Even as the Panthers have built a cache of quality goaltenders with
Bobrovsky and Chris Driedger, Knight has remained part of Florida’s
future. He led the United States to a gold medal at the 2021 World Junior
Championships in January and was a finalist for the Hobey Baker Award
as one of college hockey’s best players this year, and now he has an
NHL win on his resume, too.
PANTHERS INJURY UPDATES
Right wing Patric Hornqvist’s absence Tuesday was just a “maintenance”
day, Quenneville said. The right wing will be ready when the Panthers
face the Hurricanes on Thursday.

CAROLINA HURRICANES
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Quenneville is also optimistic defenseman MacKenzie Weegar will be
able to return Thursday after he missed back-to-back games with an
upper-body injury. He’s less optimistic about forwards Noel Acciari and
Mason Marchment, who are both dealing with upper-body injuries, too.
Acciari missed his third straight game, while Marchment left after the first
period Tuesday and did not return. Right wing Owen Tippett took
Marchment’s place on the top line after the injury.
Miami Herald LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Sam Bennett scores twice, Spencer Knight makes 33 saves in NHL
debut as Panthers down Blue Jackets

By PAUL GEREFFI ASSOCIATED PRESS |APR 20, 2021 AT 9:55 PM

Roslovik closed the score to 2-1 on his power-play goal with 3:44 let in
the first. Roslovik poked in a loose puck that beat Knight on the stick
side.
MILESTONES
Anthony Duclair recorded his 100th NHL assist.
Knight is the 77th Boston College player to appear in the NHL.
The Panthers offered a video tribute to Patrick Marleau surpassing
Gordie Howe’s record of 1,767 games set in 1980. Marleau, a member of
the San Jose Sharks, played game number 1,768 on April 19, 2021
against the Vegas Golden Knights.
NO GO
Roslovik appeared to score a second goal in the closing minute of the
first but the Panthers challenged the goal and the Blue Jackets were
ruled offside.
ATTENDANCE

SUNRISE — Sam Bennett scored two goals and Spencer Knight made
33 saves in his NHL debut to lift the Florida Panthers over the Columbus
Blue Jackets, 5-1, on Tuesday night.
Jonathan Huberdeau had a goal and two assists, Aleksander Barkov
scored his first goal in four games, and Ryan Lomberg also scored a goal
for Florida. Anthony Duclair had three assists. The Panthers are 7-0-1
against the Blue Jackets this season.
Knight, out of Boston College and the 13th overall pick in the NHL draft,
made his start one day after his 20th birthday.
“I wasn’t as nervous as I thought I would be,” Knight said. “The guys did
a good job of just keeping it light and telling me to just go out there and
play hockey. That’s what I tried to do. At the end of the day, it’s just
hockey.”
Jack Roslovik scored for the Blue Jackets and Joonas Korpisalo stopped
28 shots. The Blue Jackets have given up four or more goals in their last
seven games, all losses.
[Popular in Sports] Oladipo, Dedmon do not travel with Heat; Butler,
Adebayo, Herro questionable vs. Spurs »
“We did some good things in the first then the floodgates opened in the
second and third,” Columbus forward Cam Atkinson said. “We knew it
was the goalies first game. We didn’t do enough to get pucks to the net. I
know him. I’m happy for him, but we should have made it harder for him.”
Knight is the first Panthers goalie to win in his NHL debut.
“He might have been nervous, but it didn’t show out there,” Huberdeau
said. “I think the way he moves the puck, like when he gets out of the net,
it’s pretty incredible. Very happy for him to get that first start, first win.”
Bennett’s second goal stretched the Panthers lead to 3-1. Bennett,
acquired in a trade with the Calgary Flames on April 12th, has five points
in his first three games with the Panthers.
Lomberg and Huberdeau scored goals less than a minute apart late in
the second and the Panthers staked their young goalie to a 5-1 lead.
“It’s a 5-1 game but at 2-1 we’re involved in it,” Columbus coach John
Tortorella said. “It’s the offsides, a couple of turnovers, it’s 3-1 and that’s
it. We just won’t recover from those turnovers with this hockey club.”
[Popular in Sports] Winderman: Pat Riley says, ‘You play seven, you use
six and you trust five’ in playoffs, so how does Spoelstra set Heat
rotation? | Commentary »
Barkov and Bennett scored 14 seconds apart in the first to give the
Panthers a 2-0 lead. Barkov fired a wrist shot from the right circle that got
past Korpisalo at 6:52. Bennett followed by batting the puck out of midair
and in at 7:06.

The Panthers cap attendance at 25% of capacity. Tuesday’s game drew
4,123.
UP NEXT
The Panthers host the Carolina Hurricanes on Thursday.
Sun Sentinel LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Florida Panthers give Spencer Knight plenty of support in NHL debut

By George Richards

Spencer Knight had to love the goal support he got in his NHL debut
Tuesday night with the Florida Panthers.
In fact, the first two goals came so fast public address announcer Andrew
Imber did them consecutively.
The Panthers used that big cat roar clip so much Tuesday it felt like a
Janet Jackson concert.
Within a span of 14 seconds, Florida got goals from Sasha Barkov and
Sam Bennett then scored three in the second as it rolled to a 5-1 win
over the Columbus Blue Jackets in Sunrise.
Knight, playing in his first pro game, handled things as well as anyone
could have expected given his resume. Knight was not spectacular. He
did not need to be.
Jonathan Huberdeau said based on Knight’s pregame demeanor, one
would not have guessed it was his first NHL game.
“I wasn’t as nervous as I thought I would be,” Knight said. “The guys did
a really good job and I was just trying to play hockey. It’s just hockey. But
this is a great league, it’s so good.”
The first round pick of the Panthers in 2019 was solid and gave no cause
that he couldn’t do this a few times more if asked.
We expect the Panthers to go back to Sergei Bobrovsky and Chris
Driedger the rest of the way but one never knows.
”He looked very cool and calm in the net,” Joel Quenneville said. “The
way he came out, handled pucks and assessed all his options you see
he understands where everyone is within the game. He made several
plays, several touches.

CAROLINA HURRICANES
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”He tracks the puck extremely well, looks big in the net and is positionally
aware. Great start for his career. It was fun to see his composure
throughout.”
Tuesday, the Blue Jackets challenged Knight a few times but not much;
Knight ended up with 33 saves in his first outing.
Joonas Korpisalo did not enjoy the night as much on the other side of the
ice.
For the Panthers, Tuesday’s win completes not only the two-game series
sweep of the Blue Jackets, but was their seventh in the eight game
series.
Florida went 7-0-1 against Columbus this year, getting 15 of the available
16 points.
Tuesday night was one of those fun nights a good team like the Panthers
get to enjoy sometimes.
Instead of playing in a pressure-packed nail biter, the Panthers were able
to enjoy themselves a little bit.
Spencer Knight makes NHL debut; Panthers hope goalie tradition
continues
Heck, Ryan Lomberg seemed to enjoy himself. After decking Kole
Sherwood, Lomberg was pictured on the center scoreboard with a wide
grin on his face.
Later, he was the picture of pure joy as he batted down a shot from Frank
Vatrano and got his second goal of the season.
Columbus gave the Panthers a game, yes.
It was 2-1 after Jack Roslovic scored with 3:44 left in the first. He
appeared to tie the score on a breakaway goal from a Patrik Laine feed
but the Jackets were offside as Florida’s challenge showed.
In the second, Bennett got his second of the night by jumping on a
rebound left from Huberdeau at 7:04. It was the third goal in two games
for Bennett; he also has five points in three games since joining the
Panthers from Calgary.

As strange as it was to see Bobrovsky’s name on the healthy scratch list
Tuesday we’re sure he was cool with getting a full night off.
With Knight starting, Chris Driedger was the backup.
Quenneville also rested Patric Hornqvist and sat Lucas Wallmark in order
to get a seventh defenseman in with Matt Kiersted.
Noel Acciari and MacKenzie Weegar did not play again Tuesday night.
Quenneville said Weegar should be available Thursday for the
Hurricanes but Acciari remains doubtful.
Mason Marchment, who left the game early, is day-to-day and unlikely to
play Thursday.
GEORGE’S THREE STARS OF THE NIGHT
1. Spencer Knight, Florida
2. Sam Bennett, Florida
2. Jonathan Huberdeau, Florida
ON DECK: HURRICANES AT PANTHERS
When: Thursday, 7
Where: BB&T Center, Sunrise
Tickets: AVAILABLE HERE
Season series: Carolina leads 5-1
TV: BS-SUN, Fox Sports Go
Radio: WQAM 560-AM
Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Spencer Knight makes NHL debut; Panthers hope goalie tradition
continues

”We’re finding chemistry out there and we’re keeping things simple,”
Huberdeau said of his line with Bennett and Duclair.
“Sam is just … he just goes to the net, finds the puck and puts it in. He
has been really good since he has been here.”

By George Richards

The Panthers all but salted this thing away at 15:42 when Lomberg
doubled off the Vatrano wrist shot from the side boards. Huberdeau
came right back and made it 5-1 less than a minute later.

The Florida Panthers beat the Columbus Blue Jackets 4-2 on Monday
night but the big news to come from the postgame was Joel Quenneville
confirming 20-year-old goalie Spencer Knight would make his NHL debut
on Tuesday.

Bennett came close to getting his first hat trick since 2016 when he tried
to sneak one past Korpisalo but the Columbus goalie made a pad save.
That last time Bennett scored three in a game, coincidentally, was four.
And he did it against the Panthers. In that game, he got his hat trick in
the first period and chased Roberto Luongo.
Yeah, the Panthers seemed to be able to have themselves some fun
Tuesday.

Knight, the 13th pick of the 2019 NHL Draft, signed with the Panthers late
last month and has been with the team just about every day since.
On Tuesday night, the Panthers will try and keep pace with the Tampa
Bay Lightning and Carolina Hurricanes in the race for the top spot in the
Central Division standings.

Things won’t be as laid back starting Thursday when the Hurricanes
come to town for a pair.

And, yes, they will do so with a rookie goalie who celebrated his 20th
birthday by suiting up for his first NHL game Monday night as he backed
up Sergei Bobrovsky.

Carolina, after beating Tampa Bay on Tuesday, remain tied with the
Panthers in points atop the Central although the Hurricanes do have two
games in hand.

The Panthers won Monday’s game as Bobrovsky was solid in net. It
would be Chris Driedger’s turn to take the net Tuesday but, well, Knight
needs a game.

These next two games against Vincent Trocheck & Co. will go a long way
to determining who wins the Central and gets that coveted first-round
avoidance of the other top teams in the division.

Why not put him in against a Columbus team which plays hard every
night but may just be, at this point in the season, the worst team in the
NHL?

LINEUP SHIFT

The Panthers assumedly promised Knight an NHL start when the two
sides agreed to a contract as he left Boston College after two successful
years.
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The Blue Jackets are going to come hard at Knight and the Panthers on
Tuesday night after losing their past six games.

He seems to be developing quite well and has some real NHL
experience. Montembeault may turn out to be pretty good.

But the Panthers feel the kid is ready for the challenge.

But make no mistake, Bobrovsky is the goalie for now and into the near
future.

As Quenneville said following Florida’s pedestrian win Monday night, the
team is excited to see what the most hyped young goalie the team has
had since it acquired a baby-faced Roberto Luongo from the Islanders in
2000 can do.
“He has done everything he can to prepare for this opportunity,’’
Quenneville said Monday night.
”As an organization, we’re looking forward to it as well. In practice,
nothing bothers him. He’s very cool in net. He has seen a lot of shooters
at our level here.
”It’s not a game (situation) but he has seen some meaningful
challenges.”
The Panthers really have not had a so-called “goalie of the future” since
Jacob Markstrom was taken by Jacques Martin with the first pick of the
second round at the 2008 draft in Montreal.
Markstrom was rushed into duty due to injuries and, perhaps, his own
view of his development and did not really work out here.
He was traded to Vancouver in the deal which brought Luongo back in
2014.
Even as Markstrom evolved into a pretty good NHL goalie with the
Canucks and now Calgary, few question the reasoning in that return.
The Panthers got Luongo back to South Florida. It cost them a goalie
who probably would not have developed the way he ultimately did as
backup to Luongo.
Spencer Knight debut Panthers
Markstrom wanted to take off and it would not have happened, more than
likely, behind a Hall of Famer. He needed to play.
GOALIE TRADITION

He has five years remaining after this season on the biggest contract the
team has ever signed.
Happy Birthday! Spencer Knight to make NHL debut with Panthers on
Tuesday
Bobrovsky has a full no-movement clause for the next three *the last two
are modified) and makes $10 million a year.
He’s the goalie moving forward.
It should be fun to see what Spencer Knight can do at least right now.
With the Panthers secure in their playoff spot, giving the kid a start is not
going to hurt anything. Yeah it’s Driedger’s turn, but he gets it.
At 20, with all Knight has done leading up to this whether it it was with the
U.S. Development team, Boston College or playing at World Juniors for
Team USA, there is excitement in the potential here.
Knight, in a few years, is projected to be The Guy.
It won’t end here, but it all starts Tuesday against the Blue Jackets.
“(Tuesday) will be fun,’’ Quenneville said. “Get that first one, first taste of
his career. We’re looking forward to it as well.”
Columbus Blue Jackets at Florida Panthers
When: Tuesday, 7 p.m.
Where: BB&T Center, Sunrise
Tickets: AVAILABLE HERE
TV: BS-SUN
Radio: WQAM 560-AM

In the franchise’s history, the Panthers have a few traditions.

Records (standings): Florida 29-12-5, 63 points (T-1st in Central);
Columbus 15-23-9, 39 points (T-7th)

The rubber rats from 1996 are perhaps the biggest. They still get tossed
onto the ice this day.

All-time series: Columbus leads 24-13-3

But having strong goaltending has been a hallmark of he Florida
Panthers from Day 1.
Bill Torrey and Bobby Clarke snagged John Vanbiesbrouck in the 1993
expansion draft and the Panthers have had good goaltending, for the
most part, every since.
Look at the names on the Florida goalie chart from 1993 on:
Vanbiesbrouck, Kirk McLean, Sean Burke, Trevor Kidd, Luongo, Tomas
Vokoun, Jose Theodore. Luongo Part II.
How about the backups? Mark Fitzpatrick, Kevin Weekes, Jamie
McLennan, Craig Anderson, Alex Auld, Scott Clemmensen, Al Montoya,
James Reimer.
Chris Driedger.
What about the ones who were here for just a short time: Mike Vernon,
Ed Belfour, Tim Thomas, Dan Ellis.
Not too shabby.
Knight, at least right now, is a look into the future.
We don’t expect him to start any more games aside from Tuesday unless
Bobrovsky or Driedger gets hurt.
And even then, the Panthers may bring Sam Montembeault back from
their shared AHL team in Syracuse to handle things.

Season series: Florida leads 6-0-1
Last season: Columbus won two of three
Up next: Carolina at Florida, Thursday, 7; Columbus at Tampa Bay,
Tuesday, 7
Panthers this week — Monday: Florida 4, Columbus 2; Tuesday:
Columbus at Florida, 7; Thursday: Carolina at Florida, 7; Saturday:
Carolina at Florida, 7
PROJECTED FLORIDA PANTHERS LINES
FLORIDA FORWARDS
19 Mason Marchment — 16 Sasha Barkov — 97 Nikita Gusev
11 Jonathan Huberdeau — 9 Sam Bennett — 91 Anthony Duclair
77 Frank Vatrano — 21 Alex Wennberg — 70 Patric Hornqvist
83 Juho Lammikko — 71 Lucas Wallmark — 74 Owen Tippett
FLORIDA DEFENSEMEN
8 Matt Kiersted — 42 Gus Forsling
65 Markus Nutivaara — 62 Brandon Montour
3 Keith Yandle — 7 Radko Gudas
FLORIDA GOALIES
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30 Spencer Knight
60 Chris Driedger
Scratches: G Sergei Bobrovsky, F Ryan Lomberg, F Eetu Luostarinen, D
Anton Stralman, D Noah Juulsen
Injured: F Carter Verhaeghe (upper body, week-to-week); F Noel Acciari
(UBI, D2D); D MacKnezie Weegar (UBI, D2D); D Aaron Ekblad (leg, out
for regular season)
Taxi squad: D Kevin Connauton, F Cole Schwindt, F Scott Wilson, G
Philippe Desrosiers
Sent to AHL Syracuse: F Aleksi Heponiemi, D Brady Keeper, D Lucas
Carlsson
Florida power play (32/146 21.9% — 11th in NHL)
Florida penalty kill (108/135 80% — 14th in NHL)
PP1: Sasha Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau, Patric Hornqvist, Nikita
Gusev, Keith Yandle
PP2: Alex Wennberg, Anthony Duclair, Frank Vatrano, Mason
Marchment, Gus Forsling
PROJECTED COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS LINES
COLUMBUS FORWARDS
28 Oliver Bjorkstrand — 96 Jack Roslovic — 13 Cam Atkinson
50 Eric Robinson — 42 Alexandre Texier — 29 Patrik Laine
88 Kole Sherwood — 16 Max Domi — 26 Zac Dalpe
23 Stefan Matteau — 21 Josh Dunne — 49 Ryan MacInnis
COLUMBUS DEFENSEMEN
43 Mikko Lehtonen — 3 Seth Jones
44 Vladislav Gavrikov — 15 Michael Del Zotto
46 Dean Kukan — 2 Andrew Peeke
COLUMBUS GOALIES
70 Joonas Korpisalo
90 Elvis Merzlikins

With a goal and an assist on Tuesday night, Robertson shrunk the rookie
scoring lead to two points. In 40 games this season, Robertson has 35
points while Minnesota’s Kirill Kaprizov had 37 points in 44 games
entering the Wild’s game in Arizona on Wednesday.
While it has been long thought that Kaprizov would run away with the
Calder Trophy as the league’s Rookie of the Year, Robertson’s twomonth push since the start of March has pushed him to the forefront of
the conversation, perhaps enough to overtake the 23-year-old Russian
winger.
Since March 1, only one player in the NHL has more points at 5 on 5
than Robertson’s 22 points: probable MVP Connor McDavid.
Heiskanen and Hintz out: The Stars were without both Hintz and
Heiskanen on Tuesday night as each player missed the game due to
lower-body injuries. Hintz played 11 of the previous 13 games as he
fights through a lingering lower-body injury that might require surgery in
the offseason.
It was just the second game in Heiskanen’s career that he’s missed. Last
year, Heiskanen missed one game due to a concussion. He played all 82
games in his rookie season in 2018-19.
After the game, Bowness said both players were day to day and said
Heiskanen’s injury happened recently.
The Stars were also without Mark Pysyk (lower-body), Joel Kiviranta
(lower-body) and Seguin (hip). Seguin could return as soon as Monday,
while the Stars have already ruled out Ben Bishop (knee surgery) and
Alexander Radulov (core surgery) for the rest of the season.
Bowness said Seguin will travel with the team to Detroit and skate on
Thursday and Friday.
Without Heiskanen, Sami Vatanen moved up to the second pair
alongside Oleksiak. Without Hintz, Jason Dickinson moved up to center
Robertson and Pavelski.

Dallas Morning News LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Stars rounding into form at critical time Dallas extends win streak to four
straight games

Columbus power play (14/102 13.7% — 28th in NHL)
Columbus penalty kill (88/112 78.6% — 20th in NHL)

By Matthew DeFranks

PP1: Oliver Bjorkstrand, Jack Roslovic, Cam Atkinson, Patrik Laine, Seth
Jones

10:30 PM on Apr 20, 2021 CDT — Updated at 10:33 PM on Apr 20, 2021
CDT

PP2: Eric Robinson, Alexandre Texier, Kole Sherwood, Max Domi, Mikko
Lehtonen
Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Stars rookie Jason Robertson’s even strength scoring since March on
par with best in NHL

By Matthew DeFranks
11:10 PM on Apr 20, 2021 CDT — Updated at 11:13 PM on Apr 20, 2021
CDT

Finally, things look like they’re supposed to for the Stars.
Maybe not in with personnel, as Dallas was missing a half dozen
contributors as it waxed the Red Wings 5-2 on Tuesday night at
American Airlines Center.
Maybe not with aesthetics, as the all-white clad Stars wore their reverse
retro uniforms for maybe the last time.
But as the Stars push for the final playoff spot in the Central Division,
they are beating the teams they should. Tuesday’s win over the Red
Wings was the team’s fourth in a row, and brought the Stars within one
point of fourth-place Nashville with two games in hand on the Predators.
Jason Robertson (one goal, one assist) and Jason Dickinson (two
assists) each had two-point nights for the Stars. Tanner Kero, Joe
Pavelski, Jamie Oleksiak and Blake Comeau (empty-netter) also scored
for the Stars. Jake Oettinger made 24 saves to collect his ninth win of the
season.
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The four-game win streak matches the season-high for the Stars, who
began the season 4-0-0 before losing 12 of 14. Dallas may have the
opportunity to stretch its streak even further with two more dates at
Detroit on Thursday and Saturday.

Chauvin’s guilty verdict, many athletes and leagues took to social media
to share their reactions to the decision.

“Playing with a lot more confidence, it looks like,” Dickinson said. “I think
even if we have a couple of bad shifts or a couple bad plays or the puck
goes in the net, it seems like we respond pretty well and we keep trying
to push.

Sports figures from around the nation

“There’s times earlier when we would get down on ourselves or gripping
the sticks a little too much, but it seems like right now, we’re just playing
a little bit more free, a little bit more confident.”
The Stars have feasted recently on the dregs of the Central Division,
pasting Columbus over the weekend before beating the Red Wings in a
shootout Monday and soundly Tuesday. It’s what the Stars needed to do
to gain ground on the Predators.
Robertson continued his breakout season by roofing a first-period shot
past Jonathan Bernier and later setting up Pavelski for a tap-in. Captain
Jamie Benn was again impactful at center, deftly feeding Kero on the
rush for an easy finish and later leading the rush and clanking the
crossbar.
Denis Gurianov’s confidence was once again apparent, perhaps a
carryover from his skilled goal in Monday’s shootout. He was strong with
the puck in the offensive zone, and found a streaking Oleksiak in front of
the net for the massive defenseman’s fifth goal of the season, tying a
career-high.
The Stars are already in decent playoff position — fourth by points
percentage in the Central. They have two more games in Detroit to
accumulate points. They won Tuesday without their best all-around
defenseman (Miro Heiskanen) and best all-around forward (Roope
Hintz). And Tyler Seguin could start playing games next week.
Four straight wins over Columbus and Detroit do little to show how the
Stars would fare in a first-round series against Carolina or Tampa Bay or
Florida. But it does show promise that the Stars are rounding into form in
a season so much defined by injuries and postponements and overtime
losses that stunt win streaks.
“We knew we needed to have a successful homestand to get us back in
the hunt,” Stars coach Rick Bowness said. “Wasn’t that long ago we were
12 points back, now we’re one. It’s not like the schedule is going to get
any easier because of the nine road games we have coming up. We’ve
known all along it was coming.
“The most important thing is step by step get back in the hunt. We’re
back in the hunt, and now we’ve got to manage it as best as we can.”
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Wow! Glad to see accountability today with the verdict for George
Floyd, but I can’t stop thinking of the many people who have been
abused by systemic racism. Let’s celebrate this moment while
acknowledging the path to true justice takes much more work. May God
bless you all.
— Emmitt Smith (@EmmittSmith22) April 21, 2021
Today’s verdict reinforces our efforts as a program to promote unity
across our country. Our team will continue to engage in discussions and
take action to do our part— Lincoln Riley (@LincolnRiley) April 21, 2021
Our hearts go out to George Floyd’s loved ones today.
Our hope is that we ensure his legacy lives on by continuing to
educate ourselves, give voice to the voiceless, and stay engaged in
efforts to build a fair and equitable society for everyone.
we continue to fight but this is a start, a step in the right
direction...accountability!!!
— Kia Nurse (@KayNurse11) April 20, 2021
Justice and Accountability! Things I never thought I would see. There’s
much more work to do, but this is an amazing start working toward the
reform this country NEEDS!
— Karl-Anthony Towns (@KarlTowns) April 20, 2021
Justice served on all counts. Good.
Still a ton of work to do.
I was going to make a celebratory tweet but then I was hit with
sadness because we are celebrating something that is clear as day. The
fact that so many injustices occurred to make us hold our breath toward
this outcome is really telling.

Dallas Morning News LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Detroit Red Wings do too much watching in 5-2 loss to Dallas Stars in
Texas

1209862 Dallas Stars
HELENE ST. JAMES
‘Justice has been served!’: Emmitt Smith, LeBron James, others in the
sports world react to the Derek Chauvin verdict

By SportsDay Staff
6:34 PM on Apr 20, 2021 CDT

Former Minneapolis Officer Derek Chauvin was convicted Tuesday of
murder and manslaughter in the death of George Floyd last year.
Floyd’s death on May 25, 2020 inspired much activism among
professional athletes and sports leagues around the world. After

The Dallas Stars took command of Tuesday’s game at American Airlines
Center from the start, running up the score in the second of four straight
meetings this week. One night after pushing last season’s Stanley Cup
runner-up to a shootout, the Wings were blown out, 5-2.
Captain Dylan Larkin, who scored with less than four minutes to play,
was on the bench in pain in the last minute of the game.
STOCK WATCH: Why Michael Rasmussen is rising, Dennis Cholowski
falling
19 ON No. 19: Thoughts on Steve Yzerman's first two years running the
Red Wings
MONDAY NIGHT: Red Wings fall short in shootout, 3-2, in Dallas
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It was a rough night for the Wings (16-24-7), who had been playing well
defensively. Larkin tried to spark something with a tussle at the end of
the second period but it didn’t work. When he was called for high-sticking
midway through the third period, the Wings had one shot on net after the
second intermission.
Dallas' Blake Comeau found an empty net with 53 seconds to play for the
final score.
Jonathan Bernier didn’t finish the game, pulled in a mercy move after
being left exposed by teammates and lit up four times on 12 shots.
Thomas Greiss was minding the net when Valtteri Filppula finished a
pass from Jakub Vrana five minutes into the second period. That was
Vrana’s second point in three games since joining the Wings at the trade
deadline.
The teams meet again Thursday in Detroit.
Sorry start
The puck took a funny bounce on the first goal; Marc Staal couldn’t corral
it at his blue line; instead the puck bounced into the air. Troy Stecher
took a swipe at it as it fell, but Tanner Kero had the better stick work and
made it 1-0. The second goal came two minutes later — Dennis
Cholowski lost a puck battle behind the net to Jason Dickinson;
Dickinson sent the puck out front, where Jason Robertson had time and
space to swoop in and score his 14th goal of the season. For Dallas' third
goal, Robertson again was left alone again to pick up an assist, finding
Joe Pavelski alone by the right goalpost for a 3-0 lead at 14:17.
Sorrier response
After getting it handed to them in the first period, the Wings didn’t play
much better to start the second. Andrew Cogliano tested Bernier on a
breakaway early on, and the Wings fell behind 4-0 at 3:36 when Richard
Panik and Vladislav Namestnikov both quit giving chase to Jamie
Oleksiak coming down the midde, giving him room to finish a pass. The
Wings went on a power play at 17:13, when it was 4-1, and managed
only one shot on Jake Oettinger.
Vrana returns, Svechnikov sits
Vrana returned to the lineup after missing Monday’s game because of
non-COVID illness. The Wings opted to go with 11 forwards, and that left
Evgeny Svechnikov sitting out despite setting up the Wings' first goal
Monday. Robby Fabbri missed a ninth straight game with an undisclosed
injury. Joe Veleno has been on the trip, and is expected to appear in the
lineup later this week.
Detroit Free Press LOADED: 04.21.2021
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'We were terrible defensively:' Bad start dooms Red Wings in 5-2 loss to
Stars

TED KULFAN | The Detroit News

This game appeared over early, and sure enough, the Red Wings never
did mount much of a push-back.

The Stars (19-14-12) scored three goals in the first period, then clamped
down defensively the way they can, frustrating the Red Wings (16-25-7).
We're offering a great deal on all-access subscriptions. Check it out here.
And as far as the Red Wings, team defense Tuesday wasn't exactly
stellar. Too many blown coverages and breakdowns the first half of the
game carried the Wings to the loss.
"We were terrible defensively," coach Jeff Blashill said. "This group has
been pretty good defensively, we haven't given up many grade A
chances comparative to the rest of the league, the big time grade A's,
and tonight we were terrible defensively."
Dylan Larkin cut the lead to 4-2 after the Wings had pulled goaltender
Thomas Greiss, Larkin's ninth goal (third in the last 20 games), at 16:13
of the third period.
Just a little later, Larkin was hurt on a face-off, immediately wincing in
pain and skating to the bench where he appeared to be in discomfort.
Larkin still looked in pain skating off the ice after the game.
"He was in some pain, so we'll have to see, I don't have much of an
update right now," said Blashill after the game. "We'll see where he's at
for Thursday. I honestly didn't see (what happened), I was watching
(another part of the ice)."
The Stars cemented the outcome on Blake Comeau's empty net goal.
Valtteri Filppula scored the other Wings goal, set up by Jakub Vrana on a
2-on-1 rush, as the Wings stretched their winless streak to three games
(0-2-1).
"We try to keep teams to the outside but we let them get to the inside too
much, especially in the first (period)," forward Sam Gagner said. "I don't
think it's something that's been happening very often but at the same
time when you're playing teams fighting for a playoff spot and they're
important games, we need to grow in those areas if we're going to be
playoff team in the future here.
"You have to do a better job of not giving up those chances."
Goaltender Jonathan Bernier allowed four goals on 12 shots, thanks
mainly to the leaky defense, before being replaced by Greiss on Jamie
Oleksiak's fourth Dallas goal at 3:36 of the second period.
"Bernie has been fantastic for us this year and he's worked his way back
from injury and we need to do a better job of giving him a chance,"
Gagner said. "Their chances were grade A chances that are going to be
tough to stop. We have to do a better job of keeping things on the outside
and not giving up those high danger ones."
Tanner Kero (Hancock/Michigan Tech), Jason Robertson and Joe
Pavelski scored first period Dallas goals.
The Stars haven't lost in regulation time the last eight games (6-0-2) and
have won four consecutive games.
"We created as much as we have against them at any point," Blashill
said. "Even early in the game, I don't know if we created real chances but
we had zone time and worked extremely hard offensively, extremely hard
in the offensive zone and those defensive brain lapses cost us.
"We have to be a great defensive team and what happened tonight
wasn't good enough."
Detroit News LOADED: 04.21.2021

Dallas, fighting for a playoff berth, struck quickly Tuesday and skated to a
5-2 victory over the Red Wings in the second game of this four-game
series.
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The Stars likely viewed this stretch as an opportunity to gobble some
valuable points and so far, they're doing so, having won the first two
games.

'Great culture guy' Luke Glendening making Wings pleased he wasn't
traded

Detroit Red Wings

CAROLINA HURRICANES
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TED KULFAN | The Detroit News

try to stay away from that stuff (speculation) as much as I can. Every
year there's speculation and it can really stress you out if you see that
stuff every night.

The rumors come around every trade deadline that Luke Glendening is
going to be dealt.

"Like I said, you can only control what you can control and I'm happy to
be here."

For the last several years the speculation has been rampant, as playoff
contenders, presumably, fight over getting the defensive forward who
happens to lead the NHL in faceoff percentage victories.

Vrana sick

But the rumors never come true. Glendening has yet to be traded.
And the Red Wings continue to be the primary beneficiaries of it.
Glendening continues to win faceoffs and check effectively while being a
respected leader as an alternate captain. And on Monday, he chipped in
with two goals as the Red Wings lost, 3-2, to Dallas in a shootout.

The Wings were without forward Jakub Vrana for Monday's game, and
Blashill wasn't sure Vrana would be available for Tuesday's game with a
non-COVID related illness.
The Wings didn't have a morning skate or media availability Tuesday
before the game.
Vrana, who was acquired in the trade that sent Anthony Mantha to the
Capitals, scored in his debut last Thursday.

“He’s a great culture guy because of where his work ethic is at,” coach
Jeff Blashill said. “We talk all the time about outworking, outcompeting
the other team, and he embodies that.

Mantha has goals in his first four games with Washington and has goals
in his past five games overall (dating back to his last game with the
Wings).

"And then he’s an effective player on the ice, certainly with his faceoffs
but his defensive play and his ability to win battles, and also grinding
teams in the offensive zone. They (the Glendening line) don't create
offense, or doesn't result in offense as much as any of us would like, but
they (Glendening’s line) create momentum shifts by playing in the
offensive zone.

Ice chips

"I would also say the better your team is, the more valuable he
becomes."
Glendening, centering Darren Helm and Adam Erne, has arguably been
the Wings' most consistent line this season.
Blashill believes their success stems from the fact they know who they
are as players.
"That line has been consistently pretty good. They do it right," Blashill
said. "They keep it simple and they're good around the net. Luke has
always been a guy who finds his way to be a good screen guy and he got
a tip on the one (goal) and he drove the net on the other.
"They (the Glendening line) just do it right and they kind of embody what
we need our team to be. That's shift after shift after shift of doing it right
and outworking the other team."
Monday's two goals gave Glendening five for the season.
“Goals haven’t come easy for me this year, or last year really,”
Glendening said. “It’s nice to get a few, but it would have been a lot nicer
if we could have gotten a 'W.'”
In the last year of his contract, and with a salary cap hit of a modest $1.8
million, it would have been easy to understand why Glendening would
have been in demand at the trade deadline.
But the Wings' decision to keep the Grand Rapids native, who starred at
Michigan, is quite understandable given the intangibles Glendening
brings.
The Wings could have traded Glendening earlier this month, likely
received draft picks in return and then attempt to re-sign Glendening in
the summer.

After missing two games, Evgeny Svechnikov returned to the lineup
Monday and had an assist on Glendening's first goal while playing almost
14 minutes.
"He had his ups and downs," Blashill said. "He was a little bit rusty
coming back. His last game in Carolina (April 12) he was excellent, and it
might have taken him a bit to get back into the game."
… Monday's 3-on-3 overtime session didn't have the up-and-down, backand-forth vibe of other overtimes, and that's been the case increasingly
around the NHL this season. Teams are playing a more defensive style
in overtime.
"We haven't done a whole lot different in terms of messaging," Blashill
said. "We've given up some easy goals on 3-on-3 during the course of
the year, so our guys are more conscious defensively.
"In overtime, you get your chances when you give up chances.
Everybody is trying to win the hockey game. How do you win hockey
games? You can't win it by being careless. If both teams are doing a
good job of not being careless, then it's hard to create a whole bunch (of
offense), whether it's three or five or one guy on the ice."
… Robby Fabbri (upper body) was unavailable Tuesday, marking the
ninth consecutive game he's missed.
Detroit News LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Red Wings continue to benefit from ‘great culture guy’ Luke Glendening

By Ansar Khan

But there's always the risk in that scenario that the player suddenly
enjoys that new organization more than the one he came from.

In describing the importance of having Luke Glendening in your lineup,
Detroit Red Wings coach Jeff Blashill said, “The better your team is, the
more valuable he becomes.”

General manager Steve Yzerman is likely to re-sign Glendening before
free agency begins this summer, as neither side seems particularly
interested in splitting any time soon.

That explains why Glendening seems to draw a lot of interest at the trade
deadline. Playoff-contending teams value his defensive game, penalty
killing ability, face-off proficiency and work ethic.

Glendening, for his part, wasn't consuming himself on social media with
all the trade rumors.

So do the Red Wings, which is why they have continued to hang onto the
31-year-old right wing.

"You can only control things you can control. I believe there is a plan for
my life and I'm still here and I'm excited to be here," Glendening said. "I
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Glendening scored a pair of goals in the second period Monday, when
Red Wings battled hard against a Dallas club in a desperate playoff
chase but lost 3-2 in a shootout at American Airlines Center.

The Stars (18-14-12) are 5-0-2 in their past seven as the pursue the
fourth and final playoff spot in the Central Division. The Red Wings
dropped to 16-24-7.

“Goals haven’t come easy for me this year or last year really,”
Glendening said. “It’s nice to get a few, but it would have been a lot nicer
if we could have gotten a W.”

It was the first of four consecutive games between the teams this week.
They will meet again Tuesday in Dallas (8:30 p.m.).

When former Red Wings coach Mike Babcock was in Toronto, he pushed
hard to acquire Glendening. If ever the Red Wings were going to trade
the Grand Rapids native, this would have been the year because he’s in
the final year of his contract, which would have enabled Detroit to acquire
a draft pick for him and then possibly re-sign him in the summer.
Glendening is glad he stayed put.
“I didn’t know what was going to happen, so you have to control the
things you can control,” Glendening said. “I’m still here and I’m excited to
be here.”
“I try to stay away from that stuff as much as I can, the speculation. I
learned early on it can really stress you out if you see that stuff every
night.”
Red Wings general manager Steve Yzerman surely will re-sign
Glendening in the summer.
“He’s a great culture guy because of where his work ethic is at,” Blashill
said. “We talk all the time about outworking, out-competing the other
team. He embodies that. And then he’s an effective player on the ice,
certainly with his face-offs but his defensive play and his ability to win
battles, also grinding teams in the O-zone. We’d all love more offense,
but they (Glendening’s line) create momentum shifts by playing in the Ozone.”
Glendening’s line, with Darren Helm and Adam Erne, has played
together more than any other on the team.
“That line has been consistently good,” Blashill said. “They do it right,
they’re simple, they’re good around the net. Luke always finds his way to
be a good screen guy. He got a tip on one (goal) and driving the net on
the other. They kind of embody what we need our team to be. Shift after
shift do it right and outwork the other team, and they do that on a
consistent basis.”

A potential go-ahead goal by Sam Gagner early in the third period was
immediately waived off because officials ruled Vladislav Namestnikov
interfered with Khudobin.
Glendening scored twice in the second period, tying the game each time.
Dallas outshot Detroit 12-4 in the period.
Glendening swept in the rebound of Evgeny Svechnikov’s shot at 7:45,
on the backhand, to make 1-1. He scored his fifth goal of the season at
16:55 to tie it at 2-2, a net-front redirection of Biega’s shot from the point.
Roope Hintz opened the scoring at 15:50 of the first period on the power
play. He made a good move to avoid Michael Rasmussen’s attempted
block and fired a wrist shot that beat Greiss high blocker-side.
Jason Robertson put Dallas ahead 2-1 at 11:06 of the second period,
knocking in a rebound from the net front after the Red Wings missed
opportunities to clear the zone.
Michigan Live LOADED: 04.21.2021
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Red Wings ready for ‘playoff-like’ four-game series vs. Stars

By Ansar Khan

It could be a while before the Detroit Red Wings reach the playoffs, but
this week will have a postseason feel.
The Red Wings’ next four games are against the Dallas Stars, starting
tonight at American Airlines Center (7:30, NBC Sports Network).

Michigan Live LOADED: 04.21.2021

“They’re fighting for their (playoff) lives right now,” Red Wings captain
Dylan Larkin said. “It’s a great challenge. It’s something we need to step
up to. They went to the Stanley Cup finals last year; they know playoff
hockey. I’m sure they’re treating every game from here on out like playoff
hockey. It’ll be a great test for our team.”

1209867

The Red Wings (16-24-6) had their season-long three-game winning
streak snapped with a 4-0 loss to Chicago Saturday.

Vrana idled: Newly acquired Jakub Vrana missed the game due to a nonCOVID related illness. Blashill said it is uncertain if he will be available for
Tuesday’s game in Dallas.

Detroit Red Wings

Luke Glendening scores twice, but Red Wings fall to Stars in shootout

By Ansar Khan

The Detroit Red Wings turned in a gritty effort Monday in their attempts to
play spoilers, but the Dallas Stars earned a much-needed second point
with a 3-2 shootout victory at American Airlines Center.
Denis Gurianov made a nice move to beat Thomas Greiss in the fifth
round of the shootout. Anton Khudobin followed by making a save on
Filip Hronek to seal the victory.
Luke Glendening scored both Red Wings goals in regulation, recording
his fourth career two-goal game. Alex Biega assisted on both goals.
Greiss made 34 saves in regulation and overtime, continuing his strong
play over his past several starts.

The Stars (17-14-12) are 4-0-2 in their past six, three points behind
Nashville for the fourth and final playoff spot in the Central Division, with
three games in hand on the Predators. The Blackhawks also are in the
hunt for that playoff spot, one point ahead of the Stars.
Larkin said he hopes his team treats this week like the first four games of
a playoff series. The Red Wings hope to play the role of spoilers.
“It’s going to be physical. It’s going to be tight-checking. We need to
respond to that,” Larkin said. “I know our guys will look at it like that, and
we can step up and rise to the occasion.”
Dallas has won three of the four games between the teams, including
one in overtime.
The teams meet again Tuesday in Dallas (8:30 p.m.) before a pair of
games at Little Caesars Arena, Thursday (7:30 p.m.) and Saturday (7
p.m.).
Michigan Live LOADED: 04.21.2021
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It’s been over a week since the 2021 NHL trade deadline, yet not every
player dealt has suited up for their new club just yet. It’s a crazy hockey
season, governed as it is by the NHL protocol and various other local and
federal regulations.
In an effort to determine what the micro statistical track record tells us
about which teams improved the most — and which teams added
redundant pieces at too great an expense — The Athletic has partnered
with Sportlogiq to provide us with exclusive data on some of the biggest
deadline deals.
While we’ll be taking into account how these players have performed
since the deadline with their new teams, our primary focus will be on their
wider track record and the stylistic fit that can be gleaned from an
exclusive peek into Sportlogiq’s one-of-a-kind data set.
So which teams made the deadline deals that will move the needle, and
which are more likely to experience buyer’s remorse come playoff time?
Let’s get into it.
Rising
Toronto Maple Leafs – Nick Foligno
Acquired by the Maple Leafs a day ahead of the NHL trade deadline, the
former Blue Jackets captain has yet to debut for his new club.
Instead, he’s been lapsing his federally mandated seven-day quarantine
in Winnipeg, awaiting the Maple Leafs’ arrival in Manitoba for a pair of
clashes against the Jets on Thursday and Saturday of this week.
Foligno, 33, no longer boasts the type of offensive game that he did in his
prime when he was a relatively consistent 40 to 50 point power forward,
however, for various stylistic reasons he remains a uniquely good fit for
what Toronto requires.
Even as Alex Galchenyuk has fit in well for the Leafs in their top-six
forward group, Foligno is a nearly ideal option for Toronto on the left wing
of John Tavares and William Nylander. That’s because he managed a
65.3 percent offensive zone possession success rate (how often he
makes a successful play in the offensive zone — completed pass, shot
on goal, beating defender one on one), the 13th best mark among all
NHL forwards this season (minimum 300 minutes played).
As Tavares’ feet have begun to slow, he’s even more reliant on his elite
area game to be successful. And Nylander, for very different reasons, is
particularly adept on the cycle as well. That line’s contributions are a key
reason the Maple Leafs rank second among all NHL teams this season in
offensive zone puck possession time (only the Colorado Avalanche fare
better) and eighth by scoring chances generated off of the cycle.
Foligno has the ability to enhance the performance of Toronto’s cycle
game significantly, and as a descriptive note is almost constantly making
north cycle passes — that is passes toward the net, not necessarily at
the goal directly but in the direction of the goal line that extends the cycle
— to the point that he ranks among the league’s leaders by this category:

No one will confuse Foligno’s ability to complement Tavares with what
Anders Lee accomplished in Long Island and Brooklyn, but his ability to
maintain possession on the cycle should complement that line ably if he’s
used there.
It’s possible that the Foligno addition could prove timely too, with Zach
Hyman poised to miss two weeks or more with a sprained MCL.
Foligno isn’t nearly as assertive as Hyman at this juncture in their
respective careers, but he shows exceedingly well — ranking in the top40 among NHL forwards (minimum 300 minutes played) — by several
key puck retrieval indicators that Sportlogiq tracks, including blocked
passes in the defensive zone and loose puck recoveries in the defensive
zone.
Tampa Bay Lightning – David Savard
Before their big trade deadline splash, the Lightning had been rolling with
Jan Rutta as a top-four stopgap on the right side. Suffice to say that
David Savard will represent a substantial upgrade to what’s now arguably
the deepest blue line in the NHL.
Savard’s depreciating transition profile has hindered his play-driving
ability over the last couple of years but that’s inconsequential — he won’t
be asked to drive the bus for a pair, he just needs to be a stabilizing
support piece for one of Tampa Bay’s dynamic left-shot defensemen.
For that kind of role, he remains a strong fit. Savard grades out as having
played some of the toughest minutes of all NHL defensemen for the Blue
Jackets — only seven others have a worse strength of opposition
differential according to Sportlogiq — and has thrived defensively under
the arduous workload. Savard’s impact could be felt most prominently in
defending the blue line as he ranks 13th among defensemen in evenstrength zone entry denials per game this season.
DZ denials at ES with denial rate
1
Miro Heiskanen
3.17
50.0%
2
Seth Jones
3.09
46.2%
3
Jaccob Slavin
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NHL Leaders: North Cycle Passes
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Thomas Chabot

Those neutral zone defensive chops should provide a welcome boost to
a Tampa Bay team that’s 25th in conceding odd-man rushes.

3.00
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Jonas Brodin
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Travis Hamonic
2.95
48.7%
8
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Of course, Savard won’t just help on the transition defense side of things.
He’s a rugged defender who’s relied on his smart positional game and an
active stick to block defensive zone passes at a top-40 rate among
defensemen at even strength.
Savard got off to a little bit of a rocky start in his first three games as a
Bolt but seems to have settled in more recently alongside Ryan
McDonagh, as he led the club in logging north of 23 minutes of steady
hockey during Monday’s 3-2 overtime victory over the Hurricanes.
Tampa Bay has an abundance of dynamic, puck-moving skill on the left
side between Victor Hedman, McDonagh and Mikhail Sergachev. Adding
a sturdy, no-frills matchup defender on the right side who can tighten
things up on the defensive side of the red line should prove to be an
excellent complement for this offensive juggernaut of a Lightning team.
Boston Bruins – Taylor Hall
Clocking it a bargain rate relative to many of his rental peers, Taylor Hall
is an intriguing addition for the Bruins.

2.84

Despite the lack of point production in Buffalo, Hall hasn’t lost too much
of his shine as an offensive driver. He’s continued to use his speed to
create in transition, ranking top-20 in controlled exits and entries and
while he’s averaging half the number of rush chances per game (0.62
from 1.2) compared to his MVP season, he still ranks top-10 with 101
rush chances over the last two years. That dynamic skill set should help
jumpstart a Bruins attack that’s struggled to create transition offense.

51.3%

Boston Bruins' Rush Offense Struggles
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Alex Pietrangelo

4.7

2.81

26th
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Rush Goals
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Jon Merrill
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Odd-Man Rushes

53.2%

2.9

12
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Ivan Provorov

Through his first four games, Hall’s fit like a glove on Boston’s second
line with David Krejci and Craig Smith. He’s notched two goals and an
assist while driving a 5-1 goal differential at five-on-five on the back of
some stellar possession numbers.
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There’s reason to believe that this trio could mesh well as a fit into the
playoffs. Krejci ranks tops among Bruins forwards and 17th league-wide
in completing 81.5 percent of his neutral zone passes — he should excel
in feeding pucks to Hall in the neutral zone who can attack the offensive
line in full flight. From there, there’s a strong relationship that could be
formed between Hall and Smith, as the former is a gifted playmaker (20th
among NHL forwards for completed slot passes) while Smith knows how
to find open ice in quality scoring areas (20th in slot pass receptions).
There are many reasons for the Hall experiment to work in Boston but it’s
not without downside risk. The Bruins severely lack in their finishing
ability and that’s exactly the chief concern with Hall’s game.
The Bruins have underperformed their expected goal output at evenstrength this season by the largest margin in the NHL (-0.34), meaning
no team struggles with burying their chances more than Boston
according to Sportlogiq’s model. Hall is no help with this. In fact, he could
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end up contributing to the problem. In Buffalo, Hall scored just 0.03 goals
per game at even-strength despite averaging 0.21 expected goals — the
largest conversion gap (-0.18) in the league. Second last is his new
center, Krejci (-0.15).

Last season Mantha ranked 15th among all NHL forwards in power-play
one-timers taken, and prior to arriving with the Capitals ranked 26th this
past season. He’s as reliable a triggerman as you’ll find from the right
flank of a 1-3-1 power-play formation.

That said, Hall’s stylistic fit on the second line is strong and there’s a
good chance that it can spark better finishing both individually and as a
line. It’s worked so far and if it sticks, it will offer the Bruins the kind of
offensive punch off the rush that they’ve lacked.

That ability is unlikely to be maximized in Washington, which will neuter
Mantha’s overall value to his new club over the long haul — even if he’s
already managed a power-play goal for the Capitals so far.

Falling
Washington Capitals – Anthony Mantha
Anthony Mantha has four goals and five points in his first four games for
the Capitals. He seems to have found instant chemistry on a line with
Nicklas Backstrom and T.J. Oshie and the Capitals have controlled well
over 65 percent of shot attempts with Mantha on the ice so far.
So why exactly is he in the “falling” portion here?
It comes down to redundancy and opportunity cost. Mantha is high-end in
two areas in particular: He’s a lethal rush scorer, with even-strength rush
scoring chance numbers that compare with the likes of Brayden Point
and Jack Hughes; and he’s a prolific power-play volume shooter, where
he’s traditionally feasted at the right circle.
Mantha’s ability to generate off the rush will help the Capitals, and
perhaps significantly considering the age and pace of some of
Washington’s other wingers. That said, as dangerous as Mantha is off
the rush, it’s not as if he’s a seismic upgrade in that department over
Jakub Vrana who the Capitals traded to acquire Mantha.
Vrana plateaued in Washington this season, to the point where the data
suggests that there was something else going on — which we indeed
know was the case, as Vrana yearned to prove that he could be a
productive NHL player in a prime-time role. The Sportlogiq data
demonstrates that Vrana had shown year-over-year growth, for example,
in expected goals rate every year since 2018-19, but his individual
expected goal contributions cratered significantly this past season:
Jakub Vrana xG year-over-year
2017-18
0.96
51st
2018-19
1.02
51st
2019-20
1.20
11th
2020-21
0.60
239th
It’s the same story in transition, as Vrana’s even-strength zone exits,
zone entries and rush chances were all down this season when
compared to his previous work. Perhaps the “fit” angle makes up the
difference for the Capitals here, clearly, that’s the bet. But there’s a
compelling argument to be made that a motivated Vrana is every bit as
effective as Mantha – and has the potential to be more so – in the
specific areas that Mantha excels at 5-on-5.
Meanwhile, Mantha’s power-play impact is likely to prove redundant in
Washington.

The fact remains that there’s just no way Washington is going to break
up a first power-play unit that seems to function telepathically with one
another as a five-man unit. The idea of him combining with Alex
Ovechkin on opposite flanks with the man advantage is enticing,
conjuring up Images of Nikita Kucherov and Steven Stamkos doing their
thing in Tampa Bay, but honestly, Washington’s current formation is the
league’s best.
It’s impossible to see the hockey logic of messing with that level of
success.
Factoring in both fit and opportunity cost, this was a high-profile
acquisition that could prove dicey over time — despite the stellar start
that Mantha is off to in his Capitals career.
Vegas Golden Knights – Mattias Janmark
Mattias Janmark is a handy, versatile middle-of-the-lineup contributor.
The problem is that he doesn’t move the needle enough considering the
hefty price, a second and third-round pick, that Vegas paid.
On the surface, Janmark’s 19 points in 41 games with Chicago sound
promising but those numbers are a little bit misleading once you peel
back the layers of his offensive profile. Janmark’s averaged nearly 17
minutes per game this season and has clipped at just 1.26 points per
hour at five-on-five prior to the trade, a modest bottom-six rate. From a
process standpoint, his offensive numbers have actually dipped in a
number of the key areas Sportlogiq tracks, including scoring chances,
offensive zone passes, and puck recoveries.
Janmark Even-Strength Offense Per 20mins
Janmark’s even-strength points rate ultimately isn’t far removed from his
career average despite the spike in raw points. Odds are that the 28year-old won’t offer as much offensively as this year’s raw point totals
would suggest; the counting stats are likely inflated from the outsized
opportunity he got on a shallow Blackhawks team.
It’s not clear whether Janmark will meaningfully bolster Vegas’ defensive
performance either. He grades out as an active puck retriever in the
defensive end but the Golden Knights already rank sixth in defensive
zone loose puck recoveries and defensive zone rebounds recovered.
Janmark has struggled with puck management, ranking bottom-25
among forwards for turnover rate and is bottom-10 at blocking passes as
well. The on-ice data isn’t very flattering in terms of expected goals
against either and the Blackhawks were outscored by 13 goals with
Janmark deployed at five-on-five this season.
Janmark’s speed, versatility (he can play both wing and center) and
special teams value (he’s a good power-play playmaker and also kills
penalties) make him valuable depth. And he’s fared decently on Vegas’
third line in four games thus far. But it’s not clear if he packs enough
punch to move the needle for the Golden Knights which is what they
needed considering the price they paid.
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The Athletic / Pronman: How the canceled OHL season impacts the NHL
Draft

CAROLINA HURRICANES
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By Corey Pronman
Apr 20, 2021

After months of trying to get on the ice for a shortened 2020-21 season,
the Ontario Hockey League officially canceled its season on Tuesday.
“We have worked tirelessly with the Province and the Chief Medical
Officer of Health for the past year on different scenarios and different
windows of opportunity but the reality is the conditions in Ontario have
never been right to start and complete an uninterrupted, safe opportunity
for players to showcase their skills,” OHL commissioner David Branch
said in a statement released by the league. “We owe it to our players and
their families to be definitive. We were committed to return and play this
season, but our hopes and desires have been dashed by the cruel
realities of COVID-19.”
The league’s 17-teams are comprised of about 450 players, many with
serious NHL aspirations, so the lack of opportunity for NHL teams to view
those players will have a serious impact on the 2021 NHL Draft, and
beyond. What does this mean for the NHL Draft? Which players are most
impacted? How are teams responding? Let’s dig in.

which has yet to play in the OHL. COVID-19 will almost assuredly affect
three NHL Drafts due to how little information there is on that age group
going into the 2022 NHL Draft.
There is also a potential legal recourse that may be pursued by some
agents with no season taking place. There is obviously no precedent for
this, but you could see agents try to get players out of their deals,
especially if the league does not look primed to go in September.
How does this affect the 2021 NHL Draft?
The OHL is the most important amateur feeder league for the NHL with
20 percent of the league being from Ontario. Having no OHL season was
feared when some NHL clubs tried to advocate pushing the NHL Draft
back to the end of 2021 or the summer of 2022. Those efforts didn’t
prevail with the draft scheduled for this summer.
The prevailing thought among NHL scouts is this won’t affect the top
prospects too much even if they didn’t get much of a season. Most of the
top OHL prospects found places to play in Europe and cobble together
something of a season. NHL scouts did see possible impacts on the
potential mid- to late-round picks, with some saying, if it’s close, they will
side with the players they’ve gotten to see this season.

What happens to the players?

That doesn’t mean those players’ NHL dreams are over. There will be a
draft again in 2022, and NHL teams are always looking for talent, to
acquire by any avenue possible.

It’s been a season of improvising for the OHL players. The players who
were already drafted by NHL teams have typically found their way onto
AHL rosters.

Teams watched the OHL players in their underage seasons and for most
of this season have done a lot of work watching video on the players in
their underage season or in whatever league they landed in this season.

The draft-eligible players have had to be more creative, often ending up
in Europe, sometimes in the United States, some not playing at all and
the ones who did go to Europe often didn’t end up in the most highquality leagues.
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Most of the top OHL draft-eligible players are going to Dallas for the
Under-18 World Championship, which begins on April 26. Players like
Brandt Clarke and Mason McTavish were able to play in Europe this
season, so this will be one of the last looks NHL teams get at them. For
players like Wyatt Johnston and Benjamin Gaudreau, this tournament will
be the beginning of their season.

Sportsnet.ca / Canucks emerging from darkest weeks with brightest
performances

Which players are hurt the most by this?

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet

Throughout this process, the players impacted the most by a lost OHL
season have been the mid-tier prospects, the guys who won’t be at the
U18 World Championship, who couldn’t find a European team to play for,
and who didn’t play big minutes as an underage or a premier role at the
U17 World Challenge two Novembers ago.

April 21, 2021, 1:37 AM

If you contrast it with the QMJHL and WHL, which have been able to play
games, there are a handful of players who were not highly rated coming
into the season who elevated themselves into potential top third-round or
fourth-round draft picks for the upcoming NHL Draft. There won’t be that
opportunity for OHL players this season, never mind the opportunity for
someone like Jack Quinn or Barrett Hayton to skyrocket up draft boards.

With the year it has been and the times we are in, the most surprising
thing about the Vancouver Canucks is not that they were crushed by the
biggest COVID-19 outbreak in the National Hockey League, but that
they’ve emerged from it with their most impressive performances of this
unrepeatable season.

Is there any way to salvage the draft-eligibles’ season?
There have been rumors since the winter that the NHL and CHL would
try to collaborate on a showcase event for the draft-eligible players. The
details have been sparse in terms of what that would look like, and have
been tougher to figure out in light of how the COVID-19 situation has
played out in Canada. There may still be something that happens this
summer in Canada for the CHL players, but it’s unclear how many games
it would span, how many players would be invited, and how it could
potentially tie into an NHL Combine that I think there is still hope could
occur.
What are the potential ripple effects?
Aside from the 2021 NHL Draft eligible players, the other main group
impacted by the OHL season being canceled is the 2004 age group,
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VANCOUVER — Their darkest two weeks have been followed by their
brightest two games.

After three weeks of inactivity, much of it spent in their sick beds, the
Canucks completed a two-game sweep of the Canadian division-leading
Toronto Maple Leafs on Tuesday, winning 6-3 at Rogers Arena by
scoring four straight goals after falling behind in the third period.
It seems impossible, after all that has happened to them, that the
Canucks can now rally from far back in the standings and earn a spot in
the Stanley Cup tournament 17 games and 29 days from now.
But they just beat the mighty Maple Leafs twice in 72 hours when almost
nobody gave them a chance of winning either game, and eight points
behind the Montreal Canadiens in the playoff race with four games in
hand suddenly doesn’t feel like such an outrageous proposition for
Vancouver.
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“It says a lot about our group,” Canucks coach Travis Green said. “They
want to win there. I think that's probably what it says the most. They're
engaged; they want to win these games.
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“We play the game to play games that matter. We talked about it about
four days ago with our group — a lot of people were thinking that we
couldn't win either one of these games.”
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Remaining Time -2:01

Sportsnet.ca / Primeau a stable option for Canadiens amid turbulence of
Price's concussion

Holtby deserves credit as Canucks surprise with two straight wins
The Canucks won both by mustering whatever energy they have to play
their best hockey in the third period. And sure, Leafs goalie David Rittich,
acquired from the Calgary Flames to provide experienced, reliable depth,
was abysmal when it mattered most.
He allowed Nils Hoglander to tie it 3-3 for Vancouver on an unscreened
slapshot through Rittich’s pads from the top of the left-wing circle at 6:43
of the third period. And after Tanner Pearson’s rebound goal put the
Canucks ahead 4-3 on a power play at 9:48, Rittich completely whiffed
on a muffin from Pearson at 13:36.
The Canucks, however, had so much more going for them than the tea
strainer in the Leafs’ net.
Vancouver played with more pace and energy than they did in Sunday’s
OT win. The bottom half of the forwards looked a lot better with an
infusion of new and returning players, including the debut in Vancouver
of winger Matthew Highmore.
Canucks defenceman Quinn Hughes had seven shots attempts and a
three-point night, and was dancing like a star whenever he had the puck.
Captain Bo Horvat played half of the third period, and J.T. Miller exerted
his will on the game physically. Brandon Sutter scored the first and last
Vancouver goals, the second into an empty net.
They look like a team inspired. By sickness? By doubt? By pride,
believing that they weren’t the sixth-place team they’ve been in a seventeam division for most of the season?
It’s hard to say, but something may be happening here.
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Eric Engels@EricEngels
April 20, 2021, 10:10 PM

If you’re looking for a silver lining, Cayden Primeau is going to gain some
more valuable experience in the NHL over the coming days.
The 21-year-old has worked extremely hard for another opportunity at
this level — he got a brief look a year ago and did remarkably well —
and, with Carey Price sidelined for at least a week with a concussion, this
is his chance to prove the vaunted goaltending depth of the Montreal
Canadiens isn’t an aberration.
Primeau, who’s 1-1-0 with a .931 save percentage in his two NHL starts,
has come a long way from when he was drafted 199th overall by the
Canadiens in 2017. He followed up two standout seasons at
Northeastern University with an excellent professional debut in Laval last
year.
It is with the Rocket that he’s won 11 of 14 starts this season, and he
joined the Canadiens after winning seven in a row and notching shutouts
in two of his last three.
“We like how the kid is handling himself,” said coach Dominique
Ducharme after Tuesday’s practice. “He's been really solid with the
Rocket. It's that time of the year when young guys come in and play in
big games. We're confident that when the time comes, he's going to be
sharp.”

“I think it's just a testament to who we have in the locker room,” Hughes
said. “I'm really proud of the guys. Hopefully we can keep stringing (wins)
together.

There are more reasons to believe that than there are reasons to doubt
it, and to have a stable option behind Jake Allen is a big positive.

“I'm definitely following the standings and I know all the guys are. I think
the guys in the locker room, we've got a really good group. We could
have folded coming off of what we just came off. I'm just really proud of
the guys right now. Hopefully we can keep it going.”

A big positive is somewhat necessary to balance out the overwhelming
negatives the Canadiens are dealing with right now. They’ve lost five of
their last seven games, struggled immensely to score goals and the
complexities of icing their most competitive roster grew with Price’s
injury.

After going two months without a win, goalie Braden Holtby has won two
games in three days after the lingering effects of the coronavirus slightly
delayed starter Thatcher Demko’s re-entry. And Pearson, who had two
goals in 20 games, got two in four minutes on Tuesday.
It’s difficult to explain this, but feels representative of something.
“It's always fun to win,” Holtby said. “Obviously, this last little bit has been
tough on us all. I'm just trying to get out there and find a way to give our
team a chance to win. Whatever happened in the past doesn't really
matter. We've got to move forward here to try and get ourselves in a
position to play some meaningful hockey.
“I think we're kidding ourselves if we think winning two games is going to
be enough. These two games, we needed to win them to stay in it. Now,
let’s get back to work and keep pushing if we want an honest chance of
competing down the stretch. The way we've battled the last couple
games shows that we're willing to do that.”
Starting Thursday, the Canucks play four straight against the last-place
Ottawa Senators. Vancouver is 5-0 against Ottawa this season.
Eight points back. Four games in-hand. It’s going to be a fascinating
month.

If Ducharme had the go-ahead to use the team’s last non-emergency
call-up on Cole Caufield, that bridge was temporarily blocked by the
sudden need to have Primeau on the roster on an emergency basis.
Currently, with Primeau in, the Canadiens don’t have the space to fit
Caufield’s $1.3-million cap hit, and exercising their only options to create
that space would only handicap them.
Say they chose to place one of Paul Byron or Alex Romanov on the taxi
squad to do it, they’d not be able to recall either of them before the end of
the regular season, unless multiple injuries occurred. And for as much as
we’ve been banging the drum to have Caufield be given a chance to
show he can help this goal-starved group, the Canadiens shouldn't do it
this way.
Byron, an assistant captain of the Canadiens, has been a whipping post
of sorts for long stretches of this season, with his play not coming close
to justifying his $3.4-million salary.
But he’s also owned that bad play and bounced back with seven points in
his last 12 games, and he’s played an important role at 5-on-5 and on the
penalty kill and has acquitted himself better than a number of other
forwards who aren’t eligible to be loaned to the taxi squad. Icing him out
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for the rest of the season just to get a look at Caufield wouldn’t make
sense, nor would it play well with the team.
And the idea of pushing Romanov aside right now, when he’s playing up
to reasonably high expectations on a defence that’s falling short of loftier
ones, is a non-starter.
So, yeah, this whole roster freeze of sorts is pretty complicated and not
entirely encouraging.
Neither is Price being concussed. And how that came to be has to be a
source of frustration.

“I know he wanted to get close to him and take his eyes away, making
sure he was not seeing the puck,” said Ducharme. “He went pretty
close.”
And now Price is out for an indeterminate period because of it.
That’s just one more storm for the goaltender to weather in this
tumultuous season. It’s one more hurdle for the Canadiens to clear, too.
But, as we said, at least Primeau’s there and getting a chance he’s
earned. He’ll likely first play Friday or Saturday, when the Canadiens play
the Flames in Calgary.

Ducharme wouldn’t say it, but we will: That Price suffered this injury on a
play that went unpenalized is unacceptable. And not because the result
is what it is, but because goaltender interference has become a joke —
and that goes well beyond the general (nauseating) discourse of what
constitutes allowable or disallowable interference on a scoring play.
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This used to be a penalty but, since the coach’s challenge was instituted
in 2015-16, it seems to only garner attention to discuss what should and
shouldn’t be a goal. The rule itself was created to protect goaltenders
and, with the amount of them suffering concussions over the last few
years, it’s something the NHL is long overdue in cracking down on.

Sportsnet.ca / Wheeler back to feeling like himself as Jets gear up for
stretch run

According to the fine people working in our statistics department, there
have been 59 goaltender interference penalties called over 692 games
played this season. That’s a five per cent decline from what the numbers
were in the last season played before the coach’s challenge was
instituted.
That might seem like a small difference, but it’s enough of one —
especially considering that the penalty was under-called back then, too.
That’s a lot of crease crashes missed or willfully ignored.
And if you aren’t going to call goaltender interference on the play that
saw Alex Chiasson fly through Price’s crease and knock him hard
enough in the noggin to shake some cobwebs loose, when are going to
call it?
That this incident happened on a scoring play, with both officials entirely
focused on the crease and staring right at it, says much about how
secondary enforcing this rule has become.
“I know it happens fast on the ice sometimes,” said Ducharme.
He’s right, which is why perhaps part of the review process should
include being able to assess a goaltender interference penalty when one
is merited. Not to open a can of worms to have every missed penalty
subject to review, but it’s certainly logical to have it done in cases where
you’re deciding whether or not a goal should count based on an
infraction.
We know, we know; a lot of these plays involve “incidental contact.”
That’s a term — as my friend (and hero) Michael Farber has argued on
several occasions — should be removed from the rulebook. Either a
player has interfered with a goaltender or the goaltender’s teammate has
shoved them in, and both plays should be considered penalties.
Remaining Time -1:37
Do Canadiens feel there was intent from Oilers’ Chiasson to hit Price?
But if we’re not winning over the NHL with that, we’d still like to appeal to
them to at least call the ones that can’t be considered incidental. You
know, like the one where Chiasson dashed through the blue paint without
care or concern for avoiding Price and hit him in the head and concussed
him.
And we’re not saying Chiasson was trying to do precisely that. But his
reckless play caused that to happen — like an unintentional reckless high
stick or trip often causes damage — and it’s his job to avoid it.
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WINNIPEG — There was a time not long ago when Blake Wheeler
probably would have scoffed at the suggestion of sitting out a few extra
days, even if the decision was being made for his own long-term benefit.
When you’ve made a career out of playing through pain and being the
picture of durability, it can occasionally be tough to see the bigger
picture.
Finding a way to suit up simply becomes part of one’s personality and a
badge of honour.
But this injury to the captain of the Winnipeg Jets wasn’t the kind a player
simply shrugs off and plays through.
The reverse hit and subsequent elbow to the face from Ottawa Senators
left-winger Brady Tkachuk forced Wheeler out of the lineup for the past
six games — equalling the number he had missed during the previous
nine seasons with the Jets and ending his iron man streak at 194 games.
Having the game he loves essentially taken away from him for a couple
of weeks didn’t necessarily translate into an epiphany, but Wheeler
shared some clear perspective as he spoke to reporters Tuesday for the
first time since being sidelined.
“Sometimes you need to take a step back, and being away from it for a
week allows you to take a step back and just realize what the injury was
that I was dealing with,” said Wheeler, when asked how tough it was to
convince him of the benefits of missing Saturday’s game with the
Edmonton Oilers to better prepare him for Thursday’s outing against the
Toronto Maple Leafs.
“Outside of that, I’ll try to be there. If I’m physically able to do it, but
there’s just no sense rushing back from something that happens to your
head. It just doesn’t do anyone any good. Even though I’ve been cleared
and have been skating and ramped up, I hadn’t had a full practice with
the team yet.
“The guys went 4-1 on the road and they were playing great. It was
unnecessary, to put it quite bluntly. That’s where those guys allowing me
to take a step back and not only think of myself as a player and trying to
get back for the team and be on the ice wherever I can, that was an
important conversation. Honestly, getting these four days in addition to
the extra two days, in the long run, is going to make a world of
difference.”
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As for the check that resulted in a two-minute minor to Tkachuk and left
Wheeler with an immediate abrasion below the eye, there doesn't appear
to be any hard feelings.
“Things happen in the course of a game. At the time, I didn’t think much
of it,” said Wheeler. “Sometimes, when you’re a bigger guy, elbows
sometimes get a little high. I’m not losing too much sleep over it. I’ve
probably done something similar trying to protect the puck in the past. It
is what it is.”
Wheeler finished the game against the Senators, but began feeling
symptoms the day after, which prevented him from joining the Jets on the
five-game road trip through Ontario and Quebec.
Although Wheeler, who was diagnosed with a concussion, didn’t want to
get into the specifics of what he went through, he made it clear that the
time at home with his family was an important part of his recovery
process.
“I feel good today, I’ll just leave it at that,” said Wheeler. “Taking it
through the stages of day by day doesn’t do any good. I feel really good
today and I’m thankful to be on a team with a staff that allowed me to
fully heal.
“The most important thing for me was to still be engaged in things. We
have a pretty crazy household, with three young kids and a couple of
dogs. There is no quiet time in our house, in a way that’s a blessing in
disguise. It forced me to ... as much as you just want to lay in bed and
sort of close the door and close the blinds, it’s important to be engaged in
different things and different activities and get outside and go for walks.
All of those things are so important, just in daily life today, as it is. But
when you have a head injury, you have to still keep things firing a little
bit. That was probably the most important thing to me. That I was still
able to be around Sam and the kids and have a little bit of a daily routine
that made me feel like I was still bringing some value to my family.”
Wheeler is excited to be back on the ice with his hockey family, and with
11 games left in the regular season, he’s got a clear picture of what he’s
looking to accomplish during the stretch run.
Being reunited with frequent linemates Mark Scheifele and Kyle Connor
brought a smile to Wheeler’s face.
“I’m just happy to be feeling good, you know, feeling like myself,” said
Wheeler, who has 10 goals and 32 points in 39 games. "From a personal
standpoint, I’m just looking to be firing on all cylinders by the end of the
season, playing my hockey, our team playing our best hockey. I’m
looking forward to these 10 games being the first time being healthy all
year, 100 per cent. Those two guys are two guys I’ve played with quite a
bit over time and they’re having great individual seasons. I’ve just got to
try to fit in and get those guys the puck and have a little bit of fun here.”

flanked by Nikolaj Ehlers and Paul Stastny. “Just patience. I feel in some
ways a comment I made about Blake Wheeler earlier in the year when
there were some questions about his production, I said, ‘Just give it two
weeks,’ and I think things have turned out alright with him. Pierre-Luc’s a
really strong player, the position he’s learning is not a wing position, it
takes some time to develop. I think he’s had a highly unusual year and
there’s still an awful lot of good things.
“When I go through his game, there’s not a lot of positioning issues, so
he’s got an intelligence and that you cannot teach a player. So, that I
know is there. He’s going to get bigger, stronger, faster and define his
game. He’s going to become a dominant power forward as a centreman
in this league. If you bought a sweater with his name on the back, hang
onto it. It’s gonna be good. And if I was making a lot of disparaging
comments about a game that you saw last week, I just would keep it at
the kitchen table. Don’t tell anyone about it.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs' Nylander rises to Keefe's challenge after
missed meeting

Chris Johnston@reporterchris
April 21, 2021, 1:42 AM

We’ll find out tonight.
Rather than punish William Nylander for missing an off-day meeting in
Vancouver, that’s how Sheldon Keefe chose to challenge him. He
practised Nylander in a grey sweater to draw everyone’s attention to
what happened and then put him right back in Tuesday’s lineup against
the Canucks, telling reporters that the quality of Nylander’s response to
violating a team rule would be measured by his play.
“We’ll find out tonight,” said Keefe.
You can debate the merits of the approach, especially since Nylander
chalked up his absence to an unreceived text message on a day Canada
was hit by widespread telecommunications outages, but there was no
missing Nylander’s quality during the 6-3 loss to the Canucks that
followed it.

What will Jets head coach Paul Maurice be looking for from Wheeler
during the final 11 games?

“Willy was great. Willy was really good here tonight,” said Keefe. “So it’s
a great response. Obviously I think we see Willy’s capable of taking over
hockey games and being a major difference-maker like he was tonight.

“You know what? Health. We want him to feel as good as I think he felt
today,” said Maurice, whose club is 27-15-3 on the season. “He was
scoring goals. That line looked like it was moving again. And then I think
it put a lot of other pieces in a really good spot for us.

“Obviously you are looking for a response here tonight, but more
importantly we’re looking for a more consistent response for the
remainder of the season and definitely the playoffs.”

“So, the same thing that he always does. Totally take his game for
granted, how hard he’s going to work. You never come to the rink going,
‘I wonder how hard Blake’s gonna work tonight?’ I’d like to see that
chemistry get re-ignited with that line. Get to more of a playoff style of
hockey, that’s when they’re at their best. They play that game and he’s a
big part of driving it like that. So, just more of what he’s always done
would be fine.”
Along with the projected boost from Wheeler’s return Thursday, Maurice
was quick to jump to the defence of Pierre-Luc Dubois, who has been
drawing the ire of many fans on social media of late for a stretch of
uneven play.
“Don’t say it too loudly, it’s going to come back to haunt you,” said
Maurice, who moved Dubois back to centre Tuesday and had him

Nylander picked up two assists -- finding linemate John Tavares on both
of his goals -- while drawing a penalty, setting a nice screen on Braden
Holtby and directing a game-high six shots on net.
He’s now got eight points to show for his last four games and is fourth on
the team with 34 points overall. Put another way: The Leafs five-game
winless stretch doesn’t rest on his shoulders.
No, with L’Affaire Nylander now seemingly put to bed, the real issue
keeping Keefe up at night is his goaltending. David Rittich said “I’m
taking full responsibility for this game” following an ugly third period that
included three goals against on Tuesday and prompted Keefe to name
Jack Campbell his starter for Thursday’s game in Winnipeg before even
walking out of Rogers Arena.
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Toronto generated enough to take two wins out of this mini-series against
a Canucks team returning from an extended COVID-19 absence and
instead earned just one point due primarily to a lack of saves.
“I’m concerned about our goaltending, obviously,” said Keefe. “We’ve got
to get that sorted out but I’m not concerned about our team. I believe in
our group.
Rittich on loss to Canucks: 'I'm taking full responsibility for the game'
Add it all up and there’s a little more uncertainty than a first-place team
would typically want with 10 games remaining in its regular season. The
Leafs played without injured forwards Zach Hyman (sprained MCL) and
Ilya Mikheyev (undisclosed) on Tuesday night and lost defenceman Zach
Bogosian to an undisclosed injury after he caught an edge and smashed
into the end boards.
Frederik Andersen is on the road trip and joined teammates Auston
Matthews and Joe Thornton for a rollerblade excursion around the
Vancouver Seawall, but there’s no indication when he might be ready to
play his first game since March 19.
The Leafs will formally welcome trade deadline acquisitions Nick Foligno,
Ben Hutton and Stefan Noesen to their group in Winnipeg after satisfying
Canadian quarantine requirements and they’ll turn back to Campbell in
search of some confidence. He’s cooled off after setting an NHL record
by winning his first 11 games of the season, posting a sub-.900 save
percentage in five of his last six outings.
“I know he’s a better goaltender than he’s played out of late. He’s shown
that for us,” said Keefe. “He’s going to get a chance to go in and play a
big game and our group absolutely believes in him. He’s got a chance to
go back in and respond.”
Nylander will be there, too.
The Leafs don’t have another skater who uses his edges and gains the
offensive blue line with such ease. He and Tavares can be a major Xfactor as the games tighten up and opponents focus their defensive
efforts on Matthews and Mitch Marner.
You have to believe that’s partly why Keefe chose to handle Monday’s
missed meeting so publicly: Nylander is a player he’s consistently
needed to push, noting previously that they’ve “had a lot of pretty blunt
discussions.”
With the playoffs approaching the coach seized on an opportunity to
make a point to his entire group about the importance of attention to
detail. And he saw Nylander’s teammates come to his aid in those talks
and lobby to forgo scratching him Tuesday.
He played like a guy who knew he had to pick up the tab.
“Yeah obviously you’re sorry. I mean you never miss a meeting on
purpose,” said Nylander. “You just want to go out there and play good
tonight. The guys knew that I didn’t want to miss it, or intentionally miss it,
I was just unaware of the meeting.
“That’s all you can do.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Rasmus Sandin hoping for fresh opportunity in return to
Maple Leafs

Chris Johnston@reporterchris
April 20, 2021, 3:27 PM

This is one instance where Rasmus Sandin would prefer not to have
things happen in threes.
Set to play just his third game in a little more than 13 months on Tuesday
night in Vancouver, the Toronto Maple Leafs defenceman has no fond
memories of the previous two.
The first came on Feb. 8 and included just five minutes of ice time on
seven shifts, then it was almost immediately followed by a demotion to
the American Hockey League. The second came with the Toronto
Marlies on Feb. 15 and saw Sandin block a shot on his third shift of the
night, eventually forcing him from the game during the second
intermission with what was later discovered to be a fracture in his foot.
It’s been a long eight weeks back to now, after a long off-season, after a
brief stop in the summer bubble as a non-playing member of the Leafs,
and after a long initial pause brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.
“He’s had a tough go of things,” said teammate Justin Holl. “Obviously
breaking his foot earlier in the year, it was kind of a weird break in a
place where it wasn’t healthy to be on it all the time so it was a little bit
longer recovery.”
The best Sandin can hope for is the start of a fresh opportunity, although
there’s little to suggest he’s about to get an extended run ahead of the
more established Travis Dermott or recently acquired Ben Hutton in the
Leafs lineup.
Things are somewhat in flux with Pierre Engvall and Adam Brooks likely
to replace Zach Hyman (MCL sprain) and Ilya Mikheyev (undisclosed)
against the Canucks on Tuesday, and Sandin getting the call on the blue
line with what head coach Sheldon Keefe labelled “game-time decisions”
elsewhere.
David Rittich starts in goal.
Keefe ultimately decided to keep William Nylander in Tuesday’s lineup
after a mix-up led to Nylander being late for a Monday morning meeting.
That initially had him headed for a scratch.
“Everything’s connected right? How you do something is how you do
everything, generally speaking, and there’s a responsibility as teammates
that everybody has here. That includes the coaching staff,” Keefe said. “I
think it allowed us to have really good discussions and grow as a team
here and I think we’re better for it, which is usually any time these kind of
things happen that’s really what you’re looking for.
“It’s not about punishment, it’s about growth.”
The Leafs are carrying a lot of bodies right now -- including five
goaltenders, with Frederik Andersen gradually working his way back to
health -- and that means opportunities are scarce for those on the
margins.
Ideally Sandin would be logging major AHL minutes right now, but he
was a late addition to the Leafs road trip after the Marlies were recently
shut down because of a positive COVID-19 test to a playing member of
the team.
It’s been that kind of year.
“He hasn’t necessarily had more experience and game action just
because of the circumstances that the world has brought on us here in
the last little while, and then you pile on his injury, but he has grown,”
Keefe said. “He’s an older man now and he’s continued to develop, he’s
stronger, all these kind of things. He has a pathway here to become a
full-time NHL player, it’s just a matter of whether he can do it in this short
timeframe that we have and the circumstances that are in front of us.”
With the regular season starting to wind down towards the playoffs,
Keefe is experimenting. On Sunday he shook up his top two defensive
pairings — putting T.J. Brodie alongside Jake Muzzin, and Holl with
Morgan Rielly — and on Tuesday he’ll get another look at Sandin.
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The Leafs are trying to prepare themselves for any curveball that might
come their way in the playoffs.
Sandin arguably sits eighth on the depth chart right now, but it’s not hard
to envision a scenario where he’s getting called on to play in May or
June. Just getting in any game at this point is a milestone after
everything the 21-year-old has been through.
“I know that he was disappointed with [his fractured foot], but he came to
the rink every day with a positive attitude and had one sole focus, which
was getting better and being ready to contribute,” Holl said. “I’m really
happy that he’s getting an opportunity tonight.
“He’s a great player and I’m sure he’ll show it.”

breakaway, and then makes a high-skill play off the rush to [Auston
Matthews] and when he's at his best that's what he's doing. He's
obviously a really good skater, really good with the puck and he's a load
to handle when he gets feeling it."
Ilya Mikheyev is day-to-day with an undisclosed issue joining Zach
Hyman (MCL sprain) on the sideline and leaving the Leafs depleted up
front.
"Circumstances have changed a little bit since our initial decision
yesterday," Keefe acknowledged.
Pierre Engvall and Adam Brooks, the extra forwards on the trip, will draw
in tonight.
'It's not about punishment, it's about growth’: Nylander will play tonight
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Nylander gets reprieve after Leafs’ accountability session

By Mark Masters

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who
held an optional skate in Vancouver on Tuesday ahead of tonight’s game
against the Canucks.
William Nylander is getting a reprieve. The 24-year-old winger showed up
late to a team meeting on Monday and the Leafs initially planned to make
him a healthy scratch tonight. But Nylander will be in the lineup against
the Canucks.

Head coach Sheldon Keefe said William Nylander will play tonight in
Vancouver, after stating Monday he may sit as discipline for being late to
a team meeting. Following some internal discussions, Keefe concluded
that 'it's not about punishment, it's about growth' for Nylander. Mark
Masters has more.
Rasmus Sandin appears poised to draw into the Leafs lineup tonight and
play his second NHL game of the season. The 21-year-old blue liner has
been out since sustaining a foot fracture in his first and only AHL game
this season on Feb. 15.
"He's had a tough go of things," said defenceman Justin Holl. "It was kind
of a weird break in a place where it wasn't healthy to be on it all the time
so it was a little bit of a longer recovery. I know he was disappointed in
that, but he came to the rink every day with a positive attitude. He had
one sole focus, which was getting better. I'm really happy that he's
getting an opportunity tonight. He's a great player and I'm sure he'll show
it."
Sandin skated with Zach Bogosian on the third pair at Monday's practice
and also took reps with the second power-play unit.

"The situation has really allowed us to have some really good
discussions as a team that I think will not only serve Will well, but also
our entire group in terms of the accountability to each other," said head
coach Sheldon Keefe.

"In an ideal scenario, you would have had him with the Marlies first to get
up and running," said Keefe, "but the circumstances have changed and
we're running out of time so we do have to look to find a way to get him in
here soon."

The main message?

The Marlies are currently shutdown due to COVID-19 protocols and have
postponed all games through April 28.

"How you do something is how you do everything, generally speaking,
and there's a responsibility as teammates that everybody has here, and
that includes the coaching staff. This time of year, most importantly,
everybody has to be really focused and execute at a very high level in
everything whether it's meetings or responsibilities on the ice," Keefe
said. "We all have to be held to a very high standard."
This is not the first time Keefe has confronted this type of situation since
taking over behind the Leafs bench. Kasperi Kapanen was forced to sit
out a game last season after showing up late to a practice.
"It's not about punishment," said Keefe. "It's about growth and that's how
we’ll approach it so [Nylander] will play tonight."
Keefe admitted it was disappointing that such discussions had to take
place with only 11 games left in the regular season. He was asked how
Nylander has reacted to the situation.
"We'll find out tonight," the coach said.
"I'm sure that he's going to be flying tonight," said Alex Kerfoot, who
skated on a line with Nylander at Monday's practice. "He's been in
quarantine for a bit. He's feeling good and played good last game and I'm
sure there will be a big response from him tonight."
Nylander produced a goal and an assist while logging 21 minutes on
Sunday, which was his first game back after missing five while on the
NHL's COVID Protocol List.
"He's just a dynamic offensive player," Kerfoot said. "You saw it. He gets
a couple good looks. He makes good on that chance, that partial

"His pathway to being an NHL player is to be a guy that shows he can
handle the defensive responsibilities and handle defending at the NHL
level, handle the physicality," Keefe said of the 5-foot-11 Sandin. "Doing
that at five-on-five is the most important thing and that's a pathway for
him to utilize the other skills that he has in terms of his offence, the way
he distributes the puck, and any contributions he can make on the power
play."
Sandin stayed out late at the optional morning skate to work with
assistant coach Manny Malhotra, who oversees the power play, on
getting shots through from the point.
Sandin played 28 games with the Leafs last season, but didn't see action
during the playoff bubble last summer even after Jake Muzzin got hurt.
"As we reflect on last season, the defensive pieces and being able to
give him minutes at five-on-five that you need to be able to get out of
your defencemen, there were some issues there that showed that he
needed more time," Keefe said. "He hasn't necessarily had more
experience in game action just because of the circumstances that the
world has brought on us here in the last little while, and then you pile on
his injury, but he has grown. He's an older man now and he's continued
to develop. He's stronger, all those kind of things. He has a pathway here
to become a full time NHL player. It's just a matter of whether he can do it
in this short timeframe that we have and the circumstances that are in
front of us."
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Travis Dermott stayed out late at the morning skate and projects to be a
scratch tonight.
Sandin's only previous NHL game this season came against the Canucks
back on Feb. 8. He only logged five minutes, but picked up an assist on
the game-winning goal in the third period.
Sandin is officially listed as a game-time decision.
David Rittich was in the starter's net at the team's morning skate and will
make his second start for the Maple Leafs as they face the Canucks.
TSN's Mark Masters has more on an unusual gameday routine by Rittich,
and the reasons why defenceman Rasmus Sandin could draw in to the
lineup tonight.
Muzzin has missed two games this season due to a facial fracture, but
Morgan Rielly, T.J. Brodie and Holl have played in every game, which
has allowed the Leafs to stick with the same top two defence pairings
basically all year. Rielly built chemistry with new recruit Brodie while
Muzzin and Holl picked up where they left off last season.
But during the weekend Keefe finally shuffled the deck. Holl skated with
Rielly and Muzzin lined up beside Brodie.
"We've been talking about it for a couple months now, to be honest,"
Keefe explained. "We put Brodie with Rielly to start the season and we
like that. We like Muzz and Holl, of course. But Brodie is a new player for
us and we haven't tried anything else. Injuries and such you thought
might force you to change things up at different times and it hasn't
happened for us that way. We've been talking about it and just thought
we had a couple of days between games, we had a practice where we
were able to get them to practice that way together, and just want to get
a look for it. We don't know what's going to happen here ahead of us and
just think it makes sense to get people comfortable playing with different
people."
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We’re witnessing the best season of McDavid’s career

By Frank Seravalli

On the night Patrick Marleau made history, Connor McDavid offered yet
a reminder that his shortened season may be history in the making.
McDavid scooped up a loose puck just inside the Edmonton Oilers’
blueline, fired up the jet packs and picked his way through two
Canadiens defenders – including one (Jeff Petry) who will receive Norris
Trophy votes this season – to break open a tied game with less than five
minutes to play.
Another three-point third period? Yawn. That was McDavid’s leagueleading 130th end-to-end rush, according to Sportlogiq, some 28 more
than New York Islanders centre Mathew Barzal, the NHL’s next closest
player.
“I’m never really afraid to take on two defenders,” McDavid told reporters
postgame. “It can get me into trouble sometimes … [but] I was able to get
it in good stride and I was just trying to make a play.”
Yes, the greatness of hockey’s most highly evolved player is on display
with such regularity that we’ve run out of superlatives to describe
McDavid. Nights like Monday, when No. 97 takes a game over, have
become routine.

It is an adjustment, of course.

But it would be wrong to sleep on McDavid’s season.

"Mo is buzzing around in the O-zone a little bit more," Holl noted. "I have
to think defence a little bit more, which is totally fine. That is my role so
I'm happy to do that and he creates so many offensive chances that it's a
huge positive. On the margin maybe I have to be a little bit safer in terms
of my positioning, but other than that it's pretty similar."

Because in a six-year career that already includes two scoring titles, two
Ted Lindsay Awards and one Hart Trophy, the 2020-21 campaign is
shaping up to be McDavid’s best.

David Rittich will make his second start and third appearance with the
Leafs tonight.
"He's a fun guy," said Kerfoot. "A fun guy to be around. He's always in a
good mood and he's played really well. He's been around the league for
a while now. He's obviously a really good goalie and he's got a lot of
confidence in his game and I think that resonates throughout our group."
Rittich stopped 16 of 17 shots faced in a relief performance last Thursday
against the Winnipeg Jets.
"I felt way better than my first game with new teammates," he said after
that game. "I had an opportunity to practice with the team. Feeling good,
just a little sad or a little pissed we lost. I did a brutal mistake with that
fourth goal."
Rittich and Mitch Marner misplayed the puck leading to a goal by Nikolaj
Ehlers, which put the game out of reach.
"I thought I was going to be first on it and chip it to the corner for Mitch,"
Rittich explained. "I've got to be smarter and make better plays."
'S--t happens': Marner, Rittich share the blame for 'brutal mistake’ on
Ehlers goal
Mitch Marner and David Rittich both took the blame for the play that led
to Nikolaj Ehlers‘ third period goal on Thursday in Winnipeg's 4-2 win
over the Leafs. "Kind of screwed him up and put him in a bad spot," said
Marner. "S--t happens." But Rittich wasn’t letting himself off the hook. "I
did a brutal mistake,” the goalie admitted. "I've got to be smarter."

There are plenty of numbers to support that claim.
McDavid has already set the mark for most points in a shortened season
with 74 points in 44 games. Two Hall of Famers, Eric Lindros and Jaromir
Jagr, set the previous high-water mark with 70 points in 48 games in
1994-95; Martin St. Louis notched just 60 in 48 games in 2012-13, the
last lockout-shortened season.
McDavid is the first player since Mario Lemieux in 2000-01 to average at
least 1.68 points per game over a season. Lemieux produced at a 1.78
points-per-game clip that year.
That gives McDavid an outside shot to hit triple digits in points. He would
need 26 points over his final 12 games of the season to get there, which
certainly isn’t out of the realm of possibility. McDavid already netted 25 in
a 12-game span from Jan. 28 to Feb. 20 this season; he has two fourpoint and two five-point contests on his game log.
McDavid, 24, leads the NHL in points (74), assists (50), primary assists
(36) and is tied for the lead in game-winning goals (nine) with Toronto’s
Auston Matthews. Those nine game-winners have already equalled his
previous season-high, which took 78 games in 2018-19.
Take a deeper dive and McDavid leads the NHL in many other statistical
categories, according to Sportlogiq: pass attempts and completions in the
offensive zone per game, offensive zone puck possession, slot passes,
rush chances and zone entries.
They are mind-blowing numbers. In a 60-minute, high-paced game,
McDavid averages 1 minute and 18 seconds with the puck on his stick in
just the offensive zone. That doesn't include the rest of the ice.
McDavid’s eight goals scored off the rush are tied for the league lead
with Minnesota’s Alex Tuch and Chicago’s Alex DeBrincat.
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He also leads in open-ice dekes, when he beats a defender one-on-one,
which happens an astounding 7.4 times per game.
Then there is the eye test, the intangibles, that would also suggest this is
McDavid’s best season.
Monday night against Montreal provided the most recent evidence.
Against perhaps the biggest and most physical team in the North
Division, McDavid dragged the Oilers into the fight.
He was noticeably physical and initiating contact. He didn’t have a point
in either of the first two periods, but he was impactful.
“They’re a big team and if they want to play that way, we’re not afraid to
play that way,” McDavid said postgame. “We can play physical. I thought
Kass [Zack Kassian] did a good job of setting the tone as well, doing
what he does best. I just tried to follow in his steps and be physical as
well.”
McDavid is averaging more than double the hits per game this season
(1.18) than any of his previous season highs (0.58). It’s a small detail,
and hits stats have always been met with skepticism, but you can feel the
hits on a night like Monday – a tad more evidence that this is a season
that should be savoured.
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TSN.CA / Daoust embracing leadership role on Team Canada

By Meaghen Johnson

Many people have struggled to keep busy during the COVID-19
pandemic. That has not been an issue for Mélodie Daoust, forward for
Canada’s women’s hockey team.
Along with keeping up her training as a professional athlete, Daoust is a
part-time coach with the University of Montreal women’s hockey team, an
NHL analyst on French Canadian television, and a mother to her almost
three-year-old son, Mathéo.
“Some of my teammates often make fun of me because I’m always on
the go, but I think that’s in my personality,” Daoust told TSN. “I love being
active. I love to be busy. When you do what you love, to be honest, for
me it doesn’t sound like a job.”
Daoust is currently in camp with Canada in Halifax for the 2021 IIHF
Women’s World Championship, which opens next month. The
tournament begins for the Canadians on May 6, when they face Finland
at Scotiabank Centre in Halifax. All of Canada’s games can be seen live
on TSN.
It has been a long wait for Daoust and her teammates. Last year’s edition
of the tournament was cancelled due to COVID-19, and Canada hasn’t
played together since February 2020, when they wrapped up the Rivalry
Series against the United States.
“I’m so excited. We haven’t played a competition game in so long,” said
Daoust. “Going into a world championship, I think for us with Team
Canada it’s been a long year. There’s lots of restrictions here for us, so I
think we’re just trying to manage it and be prepared as much as we can
leading up to the world championship.”
Daoust, a native of Valleyfield, Que., trains regularly with several of her
teammates in Montreal, where the group has been able to hit the ice at
Centre 21.02, a high-performance hockey facility run by former national
team coach, Danièle Sauvageau.

“I think we’ve been a very lucky group,” said Daoust. “There’s about 16 of
us training together every day, but obviously it’s not the same reality for
the girls in Calgary and in Toronto, depending on the restrictions.
“We’ve been trying to do the best that we can. Obviously we’ve had
some meetings over Zoom pretty much every two weeks, just to keep
everyone in the loop, trying to figure out the systems that we’re not able
to practice as much as we would like. But I think we’ve done a terrific job
at staying in shape. Doing the fitness testing, we’ve got the best results
of, I think, the past 10 years, so that shows a lot of character from our
group.”
Next month’s tournament will be Daoust’s second career women’s
worlds. She made her world championship debut in 2019, where Canada
was upset by Finland in the semifinals and wound up with bronze, the
team’s worst-ever finish at a major tournament.
It was also a disappointing competition for Daoust in terms of individual
stats. After winning MVP honours at the 2018 Olympics with seven points
in five games, Daoust finished with four assists and no goals in seven
games at the 2019 world championship.
But there has been a lot of changes since that tournament, including a
new head coach, Troy Ryan, who took over the position in January 2020.
“I think we’ve done an amazing change in our program,” said Daoust. “I
think about the culture, I think about the coaching staff, and that’s a big
part of it. Now we have Troy Ryan leading us up, and I think that is one of
the best changes we have had in our program.
“I can only speak highly of Troy. He’s such a good man. He’s such a
good coach, but he also cares about all the players. I think that makes a
big difference in our program. We can see the team is just gelling
together off the ice and that’s been amazing to be a part of.”
Daoust’s world championship debut in 2019 was a milestone roughly five
years in the making. At 22, she was the youngest player on the Canadian
team that won gold at the 2014 Olympics. But just four months after
reaching the top of the podium, she tore her ACL and missed most of her
season with McGill.
She was left off the roster for subsequent women’s worlds and had to
fight her way back into the mix for the 2018 Olympics.
Despite the hardships, Daoust reflects on the adversity with an optimistic
outlook.
“I learned so much. I think my entire career is based on ups and downs.
That was pretty much the lowest I’ve been,” Daoust said. “I think it has
taught me that no matter what happens to you, you can always come
back. That’s something I learned, also to be a good teammate at that
time. I couldn’t be on the ice with them, but I could watch. I could get my
game better at that level from watching every single practice and games
from the stands.
“I think that gave me the coaching side of it, and I was really fortunate to
still be able to watch my teammates and get close to them.”
Daoust is now part of a core leadership group with Canada, along with
team captain and good friend, Marie-Philip Poulin. Daoust, 29,
recognizes how much her role has changed since 2014.
“I’m now a veteran on the team, getting older, and I love being a part of
this team so much,” she said. “I think I’m a pretty easygoing person. I
don’t like to be too focused off the ice, so making sure I keep the room
light, that’s pretty much my [leadership] style. But as a leader, I also like
to show what to do by example, so not so much of a vocal leader, but
more of an action kind of leader.”
Daoust’s experience as a mentor has also led to her position as an
assistant coach with the University of Montreal Carabins.
“I studied at McGill to be a Phys Ed. teacher, and I always loved the part
of teaching somebody else how to stay active, or just certain skills,” said
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Daoust. “I think that’s the same thing with coaching. I love to give back to
the next generation.
“I’ve been in their shoes, so I know what they’re going through. They
have to juggle school and personal life and being an athlete at the
university. It’s never easy, but I think my perspective on that is that I can
help them on and off the ice.”
Daoust has become an expert when it comes to juggling different roles.
Last December, she joined TVA Sports as an NHL analyst.
“That came out of left [field], that’s for sure,” she said. “I didn’t think I
would be doing that so soon in my career. The opportunity just showed
up and I could not turn it down. Obviously if you ask me to talk about
hockey, I can do that all day.”
Next month not only features the women’s worlds, but Mathéo, Daoust’s
son with her partner, Audrey St-Germain, turns three.
Working moms in the realm of professional sports is becoming less of a
novelty, and it’s a movement towards normalcy that Daoust wants to see
happen.
“I think it’s so important. We’re in 2021, we’ve got to make space for that
to happen… I think it’s really important to show the world that it’s possible
to do both at the same time,” she said.
“My son is what brings me joy every single day. I think that’s why I love
hockey even more now, because I can show him the passion that I have
for hockey, for staying active. If I can teach him those qualities in life, I
think he’s going to be a pretty successful little boy.”
Mathéo will be able to watch his mom’s passion for the game at next
month’s world championship, where she’ll try to help Canada reclaim
gold for the first time since 2012.
Beyond that, the 2022 Olympics are less than a year away, and the
Canadian women are also looking to regain the top of that podium after
losing to the United States in a shootout in the 2018 PyeongChang
Games.
But if Daoust’s roller coaster of a career has taught her one thing, it’s to
never look too far ahead.
“You need to look at life one day at a time. That’s big for me,” she said. “I
never try to look too much in advance because you never know what’s
going to happen.
“So making sure you make the most out of it every single day and you
have no regrets. ‘Be the best you can every day,’ is a motto that I’m
trying to accomplish every day, look at myself in the mirror, asking
myself, ‘Did I give everything today?’ And if the answer is yes, then I feel
accomplished.”
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USA TODAY / San Jose Sharks' Patrick Marleau breaks Gordie Howe's
NHL record for games played

Mike Brehm
USA TODAY

Gordie Howe's scoring records were once considered unbreakable until
Wayne Gretzky arrived.
Now his longevity record has been broken, too.

San Jose Sharks forward Patrick Marleau, 41, suited up and took the ice
for his 1,768th game Monday night in Las Vegas against the Golden
Knights, passing the late Hockey Hall of Famer.
Marleau said Hall of Famer Mark Howe called to say that his dad would
be proud that his record was being broken by another "small-town, smallfarm boy from Saskatchewan."
Marleau was drafted second overall in 1997 by the Sharks and made his
NHL debut on Oct. 1, 1997, at 18 years, 16 days old. He's the youngest
person in the last 76 years to suit up for an NHL game.
More than 23 years later, he set the record in his 21st season with the
Sharks, a testament to his durability. Monday's game extended his iron
man streak to 899 games, fourth all-time.
Marleau got the start Monday night, so his record became official with the
drop of the puck. After a stoppage in play, a video message
congratulating Marleau on the feat from NHL Commissioner Gary
Bettman was played on the T-Mobile Arena jumbotron.
"To be merely mentioned in the same sentence as Gordie Howe is an
achievement most hockey players can only dream about," Bettman said.
"To break one of his records is historic."
The fans in Las Vegas then gave Marleau a rousing standing ovation.
"I’ve met a lot of great teammates, great friends over the years, within the
game, outside of the game, chiropractors, doctors, massage therapists,
specialists all around," Marleau told reporters Saturday after tying the
record. "To have that support, you don’t get to play this many games or
play this long without everyone helping along the way, and I’ve definitely
had my share of help from all those people.”
He got emotional during Monday's pregame availability while mentioning
Don Baizley, his agent who died in 2013.
"All that he did for me throughout my career was extremely amazing for
me," he said. "He definitely was a huge part of my career."
Marleau was on the road for the tying game, too, and the Minnesota Wild
acknowledged the record with fans cheering and players shaking his
hand after the game.
His wife, Christina, and four sons are in Las Vegas for the record night.
"I have a great support staff, but they're by far and away my biggest
supporters," he said Monday.
Marleau, a three-time All-Star, holds Sharks records for games, goals,
points, power-play goals, short-handed goals, game-winning goals and
shots. He also played for the Toronto Maple Leafs for two seasons in
2017-18 and 2018-19 before returning to the Sharks in 2019-20. He was
traded last season to the Pittsburgh Penguins before returning to San
Jose once again this season.
"I just love being out there and playing, and every kid’s dream is to hoist
that Stanley Cup so I’ve been chasing that all this time," he said last
week.
The closest he got was reaching the Stanley Cup Final in 2016. The
Sharks are in the midst of a six-game losing streak, and Marleau could
miss the playoffs for just the third time in his career.
Monday night against Vegas, the Sharks managed a point but fell in a
shootout to the Golden Knights, 3-2. Marleau skated 17:21, and
afterwards Golden Knights players lined up to shake his hand and helped
give him another ovation along with his Sharks teammates and the fans.
The emotion showed for Marleau as he spoke with Sharks broadcasters
on NBC Sports California immediately after the game.
"What keeps you coming to the rink?" Drew Remenda asked.
"I just love it," Marleau replied, fighting back tears. "There's nothing else
like it."
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Marleau would like to add to the longevity record. He's on a one-year,
$700,000 contract but has been limited to four goals and four assists this
season.
“I still feel good," he said last week. "I’d like to keep playing as long as I
can, as long as my family is willing to keep supporting me, seeing me off
on road trips and welcoming me home coming back, we’ll try to keep it
going as long as we can.”
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